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SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: 25-1500 Mc, with reduced accuracy above 1000 Mc and when

flexible line-extension cables (required below 150 Mc) are usedo

Measurement Ranges See table belowo

and Accuracy:

DC Bias: Terminals are provided for external dc bias. Maximum bias cur
rent, 2.5 amperes, continuous; higher currents are permissible
for short periods; maximum bias voltage, 400 volts.

Accessories Supplied: Refer to paragraph 1030

Accessories Required: Generator, detector, and moun to Unit Oscillato(s and Type DNT

Detectors are recommended. Refer 10 paragraph !. 3 for list of
transistor and tube mounts. Mount detoil~ are give~ CIt the rear

of manual as is a list of coaxial accessories.

Case: The instrument, with accessories, is mounted In a wooden cCJrry~

ing and storage ca:)·e.

Dimensions (case): 11~ by 14Y2 by 40 in. (290 b'i 370 b)' 1020 ITIw)_

Net Weight: 63 Ib (29 kg).

Voltage and Current Ratios (R)

Range

0-30 205 (1 + VR) % +O,0251<.-*:

Trans impedance (Z 21) 0-1500 ohms 205 (1 + ~I) % + U5ohms**

Transadmittance (Y21 ) 0-600 mmhos 205 (1 + ~)% + 0.5 mmho **

Impedance (Z 11) 0-1000 ohms 2.0 (1 + ~) % + 1.0 ohm **

Admittance (Y11 ) 0-400 mmhos 2.0 (1 + V;~)% + 0.4 mmho**

*'For Susceptance Standard, set according to paragraph 3.1.3. These specifications

apply individually to the real and imaginary components.

** When a Type 1607-P10 or -Pl1 Multiplier Plate is used, these residual errors are

significantly reduced.

U.S.Patent No. 2,548,457.

General Radio Experimenter references: Volume 32, No. 10, March, 1958.

Volume 33, No.5, May, 1959

Volume 34, Nos. 7 & 8, July-August, 1960

(Avai lable from General Radio as Reprint E-109.)

CAUTION

Older instruments are limited to a maximum
de bias current of 250 mo. Instruments
capable of handling a maximum of 2.5 am
peres are so engraved at the bias terminals.
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TYPICAL QUANTITIES MEASURED WITH THE TYPE 1607-A TRANSFER-FUNCTION AND IMMITTANCE BRIDGE

TRANSISTORS VACUUM TUBES THREE- AND FOUR-TERMINAL DIODES LUMPED
NETWORKS COMPONENTS

COAXIAL
LINES

a, 13, hI, hr, hi, ho' rb,
all short-circuit admittance and
open-circuit impedance parameters.

Ym (Y21 ), Y12,

Yll, Yn , I-L,
etc.

Zll, Zn, Z21' Z!2' I Z, Y, I R, L, C
Yll , Yn , Y21 , Y12 , R, C

1111' Il12, ~/El' E/E2

Z, VSWR,

Y, Ipl

Figure 1. Type 1607-A Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

CAUTION

L3 ACCESSOR IESo The following accessories are supplied
with the Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge (see Figure

1.1 PURPOSE. The Type 1607-A Transfer-Function and Im

mittance Bridge (Figure 1) is a null-type instrument designed

for the measurement of:

Be sure that the gasket or multiplier plate remains seated
as the indicator head is installed. If they are not engaged
on the aligning pin these plates may be damaged and may

01 so prevent seating of the head.

1 Type 1602- 0940 Gasket (supplied installed on instru
ment)
Type 1607-P1 Adjustable Stub (high-frequency suscep
tance standard)

Type 1607-P2 Tee Assembly

Type 1607-P3 Variable Air Capacitor (low-frequency

susceptance standard)

1 Type 1607-P4 Termination (conductance standard)

1 Type 1607-P9 Immittance Indicator

1 Type 1607-P10 Single Multiplier Plate

1 Type 1607-Pl1 Double Multiplier Plate

1 Type 1607-P20 Low-Frequency Extension Group
(components listed in paragraph 3.1.4)

1 Type 1607- 3030 Transfer-FunctIon Indicator
(supplied installed on instrument)

1 Type 1607- 3130 Shipping and Storage Box Assembly

The following accessories are available but not supplied.
Refer to paragraph 3.10 and Appendix 2 for details.

Type 1607-P41 Transistor Mount

(long-Iead,4-lead grounded-base, 0.2-in -dia pin circle)
Type 1607-P42 Transistor Mount

(long-lead, 4-lead grounded-emitter or grounded col

lector; 0.2-in-dia pin circle)

Type 1607-P43 Transistor Mount

(long-lead, 4-lead grounded-base, O.l-in-diapin circle)

Type 1607-P44 Transistor Mount

(long-lead, 4-lead grounded emitter or grounded col
lector; O.l-in-dia pin circle)

Type 1607-P40 Termination Kit

(Consists of Type 874-V10 V-line Section, Type 874

WN10 Short-Circuit Termination, Type 874-W010 Open

Circuit Termination.

Type 1607-P101 ]EDEC-30Transistor Mount

(triode ground'ed base - O.200-inch pin circle)

Type 1607-P102 ]EDEC-30 Transistor Mount
(triode grounded emitter - O.200-inch pin circle)

Type 1607-P111 JEDEC Transistor Mount
(triode grounded base - O.100-inch pin circle)

Type 1607-P201 Tube Mount (7-pin miniature,
grounded cathode, for 6AF4, 6AF4A, 6AN4, 6T4,
and other tubes with same pin connections)

Type 1607-P401 ]EDEC Transistor Tetrode Mount
(grounded base - D.200-inch pin circle)

Type 1607-P601 Ungrounded Component Mount

Type 874-M~L (Grounded) Component Mount

1.4 AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT. The usual measurement setup

(see Figure 3) of the Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge

requires, in addition to the accessories supplied with the bridge,
the use of a generator, a detector, and a mount suitable for the

unknown to be measured. If the unknown requires d-c bias, a

bias supply is also needed.

1 Type 874-G10 10-db Fixed Attenuator

1 Type 874-LK20L Adjustable Line

3 Type 874-U U-Line Sec~io~s

1 Type 874-W50B Matched 50-ohm Termination

1 Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination

1 Type 874-WN5 Short-Circuit Termination

1 Type 874-W03 Open-Circuit Termination

1 Type 874-W05 Open-Circuit Termination

Transadmittance

Transimpedance

Transfer Current Ratio
Transfer Voltage Ratio

2):

1.2 DESCRIPTION. The basic functional components of the
Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge are: a junction block

to which are connected standards and adj ustable lines, an in
dicator assembly (either transfer-function or immittance) with
coupling loops and balancing controls, and two adjustable, trom

bone-type coaxial lines.

Input and Output Impedance

Input and Output Admittance

Hybrid Parameters
Reflection Coefficient
Standing-Wave Ratio

from 25 to 1500 megacycles, with reduced accuracy above 1000
megacycles. Measurements can be made on active as well as
passive elements, such as vacuum tubes and transistors. The
uses of the instrument may be roughly divided into transfer-func
tion and immittance (i. e., admittance or impedance) measure

ments. A separate indicator unit is supplied for each of these

two broad classifications, and scales are calibrated in normal

ized numbers since they are called on to indicate various units.

With the Transfer-Function Indicator in place, the instru

ment will measure transadmittance, transimpedance, transfer'

current ratio, and transfer voltage ratio. It will also measure the
direct (ungrounded) impedance or admittance of components by
treating them as three-terminal networks.

With the Immittance Indicator in place, the instrument will

meaSUIe the input or output impedance or admittance of four-ter

minal networks with the network terminated in either a short or
open circuit. It will also measure the two-terminal (grounded)

admittance or impedance of components and the reflection coef
ficient and VSWR of antennas and transmission lines.
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LEGEND 1. Shipping and Storage Box Assembly (1607-3130) 12. Immittance Indicator (1607-P9)
2. Range Extension Unit (1607-P5) 13. Termination (1607-P4)
3. Support Bracket Unit (1607-P6) 14. Matched 500 Termination (874.W50B)
4. 21.5-cm Air Lines (1607-P7-6/2) 15. U-Line Sections (874-U)
5. 43-cm Air Lines (1607-P7-6) 16. Open-Circuit Termination (874-'1105)
6. Patch Cords (1607-P8-26) 17. Open-Circuit Termination (874-W03)
7. Patch Cords (1607-P8-36) 18. lO-db Attenuator Pad (874-G 10)
8. Patch Cords (1607-P8-46) 19. Short-Circuit Termination (874-WN3)
9. Patch Cords (1607-P8-56) 20. Short-Circuit Termination (874-WN5)
10. Patch Cords (1607-P8-M) 21. Tee Assembly (1607-P2)
11. Variable Air Capacitor (1607-P3) 22. Adjustable Stub (1607-Pl)

23. Adjustable Air Line (874-LK20L)

Not Shown: Main instrument, with Transfer- Multiplier Plates (1607-P10 and -Pll)
Function Indicator (1607-3030) Gasket (1602·0940)

Figure 2. Principal Components and Accessories.
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TYPE 1607-A TRANSFER-FUNCTION AND IMMITTANCE BRIDGE

~874-W05

dJ--874-WN5

[J:J---874-W508

g]-874-U

@~o~

~1ijl~CJ
TYPE 12/6-A
I-F AMPLIFIER

=
874-ELL

874-G10
10-08 PAD

UNIT
OSCILLATOR

874-W03
OR

-....::::::......;yr-----,r-~~')_,.,....,""..."ri r------''-------n-L..., 874-WN3

UNIT
POWER
SUPPLY

Figure 3. Typical Measurement Setup.

Section 2 INSTALLATION
NOTE

The indicator heads are not interchangeable between instruments.
The calibration of any head is intended to apply only to the bridge
that bears the same serial number.

2.1 SELECTION AND MOUNTING OF TRANSFER-FUNCTION
OR IMMITT ANCE INDICATOR. The Type 1607-A is normally
shipped with the Transfer-Function Indicator (Figure 4) in place.

Immittance measurements usually require the us'e of the Immit
tance Indicator (Figure 5). Before beginning any measurement,
check the operating instructions for that measurement to make

Figure 4.
Transfer-Function Indicator.

Figure 5.
Immittance Indicator.

3



GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

Power Supplies (for obove Unit Oscillat-:>rs)

Type 1203 Unit Power Supply
Type 1201 Unit Regulated Power Supply

o 00
o Ii'
~ r"'8

I ~\ 0
lOG '0)

TYPE IG07-PII

COUPLING
SLOTS IN I

JUNCTION I

BLOCK

GASKET

GUIDE-----
PINS

Generators Type 1211 l. nit Oscillato, . 0.5· 50 Mc
Typ~ 1215 l)'lit OSCllhtor - 50-250 Mc
Type 1208 U!1it Oscillator - 65 ~500 Mc
Type 1209-Ct Unit Oscillator - 180-600 Mc
Type 1209-C Unit Oscillator - 250-920 Mc
Type 1ZI8 Unit Oscillator - 900·2000 Mc

Figure 7. Left to right: Part No. 1602-0940.Gasket, Type 1607-Pl0
Single Multiplier Plate, Type 1607-Pll Double Multiplip.r Plote.

Also shown attached to the bridge are a Type 1607· F 1 Ad
justable Stub used as the su";;ceptance standard above 150 Mc,
and a Type 1607-P4 Termination used as the conductance stan
dard. Below 150 Mc, the Type 1607-P3 Variable Air Capacitor
is used as the susceptance standard. The various terminations
shown in the lower right of Figure 3 are used in the adjustment
of the INPUT and OUTPUT lines to their appropriate lengths
All these items are supplied with the bridge. The follow ing
table lists those General Radio instrumel'.ts tec :Jmmend~d for
use as genera totS and detectors.

Detectors* Type DNT-l Detector - 40-530 Mc
Type DNT-2 Detector· 40 - 280 Mc
Type DNT-3 Detector - 220 - 950 Mc
Type DNT-4 Detector - 870 - 2030 Mc
Type 1216 Unit I-F Amplifier - 30 Mc only
Communication Receivers - below 40 Mc·

*Type DNT-1 Detector comptises Type874-MRL Mixer Rectifier,
Type 1216 Unit I-F Amplifier, Type874-GI0L 10-db Pad. Type
874-EL-LEll,and Unit Oscillator and filter for frequency range
desired (Unit Oscillator is powered by Type 1216). Use of os
cillator harmonics extends frequency range considerably, but is
not recommended for measurements on nonlinear devices. Fre
quency range of any DNT Detector can be extended by addition
of suirable Unir Oscillaror and filrer.

The following e'luipment comprises a complere detector sys
tem for the 40 - 2030-Mc range (and 30 Mc):

Type DNT-3 Derector, including:
Type 874-MRL Mixer Recrifier
Type 1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier
Type 874-GI0L 10-db Pad
Type 874-EL -L . Ell
Type 1209-C Cnit Oscillator (220-950 Mc)

Type 874-F 1000 L Filter
Type 1215-C Unit Oscillator (40-280 Mc)
Type 1218-A Unit Oscillator (870 - 2030 Mc)
Type 874-F2000L Filter

sure that the proper indicator is in place. Also check that the
desired multiplier plate or gasket is properly in place (refer to
paragraph 2.6). To change indicators, simply loosen the four
captive screws (see Figure 6) at the rear of the junction block
and carefully remove the indicator without disturbing the gasket
or multiplier plate. Slip the other indicator onto the guide
pins and retighten the four captive screws.

The gasket (Part No. 1602-0940)shown in Figure7 is in
stalled in the instrument as supplied, and is left in place for
most measurements. When the Type 1607-P 10 or -P 11 Multiplier
P late is used, the gasket should be removed (refer to paragraph
3.2.10).

2.2 CONNECTION OF GENERATOR AND DETECTOR. In the
setup of Figure 3, a General Radio Unit Oscillator is connected
through a Type 874-R22LA Patch'Cord, lO-db Pad, and Ell to the
GENERATOR connector at the front of the indicator. The ell
(supplied with the Type DNT Detector) is used for convenience,
and the lO-db pad is used to isolate the oscillator from load
changes and to keep the applied signal at a safe low value for
transistor measurements. (If the sensitivity is low, and a higher
level is allowable on the unknown, this pad may be removed.
The coupling loss of the bridge between the GENERATOR con
nector and device under test is about 40 db at 500 Mc. in
creasing at the rate of 6 db per octave with decreasing frequency.

At the rear of the Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge
(Figure 3) are shown a Unit Oscillator (the local oscillator),
I-F Amplifier and Null Detector,10-db Pad, Type 874-MRL Mixer
Rectifier,and a Type 874-FL Low-Pass Filter, the whole avail
able as the General Radio Type DNT Detector. (Below 500 Mc,
~he low-pass filter is usually not required, as harmonics are
separated enough to avoid confusion.) Also at the rear, con
nected to the DETECTOR terminal. are a Type 1607-P2 Tee

Assembly,Type 874-LK20L Constant-Impedance Adjustable Line,
and a short- 'or open-circuit termination, all of which are sup
plied with the bridge. This last-named local-oscillator rejec
tion-filter group is desirable in the measurement of active net
works to trap out high-level local-oscillator signals lest they
be too strong at the terminals of the unknown device. In the
measurements of passive networks,aType 874-W50 Termination
is connected to the Type 1607-P2 in place of theType 874-LK20L
Adjustable Line (refer to paragraph 3.1.5).

Figure 6. Rear View, Showing Screws Attaching Indicator.
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TYPE 1607-A TRANSFER-FUNCTION AND IMMITTANCE BRIDGE

screws.

Position of Small Multiplying Factor
Coupling Hole(s) Scale Multiply by

1607-P 10 Plate

G A or REAL* 0.1
B B or IMAG* 0.1

MI or MTF* MULTIPLIER 10

1607-P11 Plate

G&B MULTIPLIER 0.1

Connect the detector system to the DETECTOR connec
tor at the rear of the bridge as shown in Figure 3. In measure
ments on strictly linear devices, a direct termination may be
substituted for the Type 874-LK20L Air Line to eliminate the
need of tuning this line. If greater sensitivity is desired, the
Type 874-MR L Mixer Rectifier can be connected directly to the
DETECTOR terminals.

Although the Type DNT Detector System is recommended
for use with the Type 1607-A, a sensitive, well-shielded com
munications receiver with r-f amplifier can also be used as a
heterodyne detector, provided that it has a coaxial input con
n.ector.

2.3 CONNECTION OF STANDARDS. The standard of suscep
tance above 150 Mc is the Type 1607-Pl Adjustable Stub, which
is calibrated in frequency from 150 to 1000 Mc. (Above 1000 Mc,
set it as described in paragraph 3.8~ The Type 1607-P3 Variable
Air Capacitor is used as the susceptance standard below 150
Mc. Connect the susceptance standard to the coaxial connector
at the top of the junction block. The conductance standard is
the Type 1607-P4 Termination. Connect this standard as shown
in Figure 3.

2.4 DC BIAS CONNECTIONS.

2.4.1 GENERAL. When making bias connections, remember
that the high (black) INPUT BIAS binding post connects to the
center conductor of the NETWORK UNDER TEST INPUT con
nector and that the high (black) OUTPUT BIAS binding post con

nects to the center conductor of the NETWORK OUTPUT con
nector. Also remember that bias connections must be reversed
for immittance measurements and for measurements of reverse
parameters with the unknown con'Jections reversed (1 max == 2.5

amps; E max == 400 v )

2.4.2 TRANSFER-FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS. In forward
transfer-function measurements, dc input bias should be applied
at the INPUT BIAS terminals, output bias at the OUTPUT BIAS
terminals. Reverse transfer-function measurements, of course,
require these connections to be reversed.

Normally, biases should not be turned on until after con
nection of the network under test. After the network is inserted,
energize the bias supply according to the requirements of the
network. With transistors, for instance, the collector voltage
should normally be turned on first and emitter current then in
creased from zero to the required value. With ,vacuum tubes it is
usually best to establish the grid bias first and then to turn on
the other voltages.

2.4.3 IM~HTTANCEMEASUREMENTS. In measurements of the
direct immittance of ungrounded components (i. e., by treating
them as three-terminal netw<;>rks), dc bias should be applied be
tween the high INPUT BIAS and high OUTPUT BIAS binding
posts, since the ungrounded component is connected between
the two NETWORK UNDER TEST center conductors.

When measuring input immittance of four-terminal networks,
connect the input bias to the OUTPUT BIAS terminals and out-

5

put bias to the INPUT BIAS terminals. Whee. measuring output
immittance, reverse these connections.

When measuring the grounded, two-terminal immittance of
a nonlinear device, apply bias to the OUTPUT BIAS binding
posts.

2.5 CONNECTION OF UNKNOWN. Several mounts are avail
able for use with the instrument. Refer to paragraph 1.3 for a
listing of currently available tube, transistor, and component
mounts. Components such as resistors, capacitors, etc., can be
mounted in a Type 1607-p601 Component Mount for ungrounded
direct immittance measurements, or in a Type 874-M,L Component
Mount for grounded two-terminal immittance measurements.

2.6 USE OF MULTIPLIER PLATES. The Types 1607-P10 and
-P 11 Multiplier Plate s can be used to increase by a factor of
10 to 1 the ranges of parameters that can be measured. The
Type 1607-P10 Single Multiplier Plate (see Figure 7) has four
coupling holes, three large (A) and one small (B). The plate can
be oriented so that the small hole is under anyone of the three
coupling loops, thereby reducing the coupling to that loop. The
accompanying table summarizes the effect obtained in each case.

The Type 1607-P11 Double Multiplier Plate (see Figure 7)
has four coupling holes, two large (A) and two small (B). This
plate should be oriented so that the two small holes are under
the REAL and IMAGINARY (or A and B) loops. The effect on
45cale readings is shown in the accompanyIng table.

Effeet on Seal e
Reading Due to
Use of Multi
plier Plates.

B

IIIII1
G - MTF

IIIIII
M1

*depending on indicator used (M1 refers to Immittance Indicator;
MTF refers to Transfer-Function Indicator).

To install either of the multiplier plates, proceed as follows:

a. Loosen the four captive screws (see Figure 6) at the rear

of the junction block and remove the indicator head.
b. Remove the gasket and insert the multiplier plate in its

place (refer to accompanying table for proper orientation).
c. Replace the indicator head and tighten the four captive

NOTE

Either the gasket or one of the multiplier plates should
always be in place between the indicator 'head and the
junction block. Gaskets and multiplier plates should al
ways be installed with bent-in lips around the large holes
facing the slots in the junction block.

Use of a multiplier plate does not affect the measurement
procedures given in Section 3.
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Section 3

OPERATING PROCEDURE

(ft 'A/4" above means an odd integral multiple of a quarter wave
length, and ft 'A/2" means an integral multiple of a half wave
length.)

At frequencies below 300 Mc, the adjustment range of the
line is not sufficient to obtain multiples of 'A/4 or 'A/2 settings
under all conditions. Figure 8 is a chart showing the frequency

bands at which these settings can be obtained. The desired line
length can be obtained by the addition of additional lengths of
air line or cable provided with the bridge. The adjustment ranges
with various lengths of additional line are also shown on the
chart. The length increments are shown in terms of the quantity

ft 6", which is actually 43 centimeters, or slightly less than the

3.1 TRANSFER-FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS.

3.1.1 GENERAL. Basically, the measurement procedure con

sists of these steps: adjustment of INPUT and OUTPUT LINES,
adjustment of susceptance standard, trapping of local-oscillator
signals (if necessary), attaching (and biasing, if necessary) the
network under test, balancing the bridge, and reading the dials.
Of these the first three steps need be repeated only when the
frequency or parameter being measured is changed.

3.1.2 ADJUSTMENT OF INPUT AND OUTPUT LINES.
3.1.2.1 General. After generator and detector have been set to
the frequencies required by the measurement (with the Type DNT
Detector the local oscillator should be set 30 Me away from the
frequency of the signal source), each of the two adjustable line~

1i,must be set to either a multiple of a half wavelength or to an

odd multiple of a quarter wavelength, depending on the transfer
function being measured. The four basic transfer functions are
given below with the line conditions necessary for measurement:

Parameter Input Line Output Line

Transadmittance (Y 2 1, Y12)

Transfer Voltage Ratio (h r, E 2/E 1)

Transimpedance (Z 2 l' z 12)

Transfer Current Ratio (-a, {3, h f, 12/1 1)

'A/2

'A/2

'A/4

'A/4

adjustment range of the internal lines. The table below shows
the «6" lengths of the various Type 1607 coaxial line compo

nents and accessories.

NOTE

The INPUT and OUTPUT LINE scales are calibrated in
em, representing the distance between the center of the
coupling loop and the "reference plane used in the meas

urement (refer to NOTE in paragraph 3.1.2.2). The sc-ale

ca libration is based on the reference plane produced by
Type 874-WN5 and -W05 Terminations (see Figure 9). When
the Range Extension Unit is used, the scale indication
must be increased by 43 em for each 6. The Range Ex
tension Unit with U-Blocks adds one 6; if cables are used
and the U-Blocks omitted, the extension unit adds %6.

To illijust the lines correctly, first adjust the OUTPUT

LIN E to the condition demanded of the INPUT LINE (e. g., for
transfer-current-ratio measurements first set the OUTPUT LINE
to 'A; Ii). Theil the INPUT LINE can also be set to this electri

ca I length. F ina] Iy, the OUTPUT LINE can be reset to its pro
per length if it differs from that of the INPUT LINE. Thus to ad
just tilt' I illL's for a transfer-voltage-ratio measurement (INPUT

'A/2, ()(JTPIIT 'A/~), first set the OUTPUT LINE to 'A/2, then
set the IN PI JT I.IN I,: to 'A/2, and finally set the OUTPUT LINE
to 'A/4.

For maximum accuracy in immittance measurements, the
standing-wave pattern on the OUTPUT LINE should be approxi
mately the same during setup as during measurement. For this
reason, alternate setup procedures are given for high- and low

impedance (admittance) measurements in Section 3.2.

All dc bias supplies must be turned off while line adjust

ments are being made.

3. I .2.2 Adjustment of OUTPUT LINE to Half Wavelength.

a. Set the susceptance standard to the frequency of measure

ment.
b. Carefully set the MULTIPLIER arm to 00.

Table showing combinations

of accessories recommended

to obtain the various line

length extensions listed in

left-hand column. Other col

umns indicate items required

for a particular line-length

extension. Numbers at top of

each column give length of
each item in terms of 6.

RANGE
U-BLOCK AIR LINES CABLES

EXT. UNIT

1607-P5 874-U 1607-P7 1607-P7 1607-P8 1607-P8 1607-P8 1607-P8 1607-P8
%6 ~6 6/2 6 26 36 46 56 66

16 1 1
26 1 1 2
36 1 1 2
46 1 1 2 2

4%6 1 2 1

5%6 1 2 1

6%6 1 2 1
7%6 1 2 1
8%6 1 2 1

9%6 1 2 1 1

6
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Figure 8. Required Line Lengths for
Low-Frequency Operation.

c. Set the A arm to full scale and the B arm to o.
d. At frequencies below 300 Mc, install range extension unit

and additional line lengths if necessary. (Refer to paragraph
3.1.2.1, paragraph 3.1.4, and Figure 8.)

e. Plugthe Type 874-WN() Short-Circuit Termination into the

OUTPUT CONNECTOR and adjust the OUTPUT LINE until the
detector registers a deep minimum (a complete null will not be
obtained because of losses in the lines). Since a slight false

rninimum may sometimes occur because of interaction at the lo

cal-oscillator frequency, be sure to obtain a deep minimum. If
the mixer is connected directly to the instrument as described in

paragraph 3.1.5, the false minimum may be very deep. To check

for a false null, switch the Type 1216-A I···F A.mplifier to indi

cate rectified mixer current and observe the variation of mixer
current near the line setting at which the null was obtained. If

,the mixer current has a deep minimum in this vicinity, the lines
are probably set incorrectly. Another way of checking for false
minimum is to check the total line length in cm (refer to para-

. 30 000
graph 3.1.2.1) against the known wavelength (Acm = -'--).

fMc
Also, the insertion of a pad between the instrument and the mixer
usually eliminates the effect.

NOTE

The references to the Type 874-WN() and Type 874-WO()

Terminations presuppose the use of standard tube and
transistor mounts (refer to Appendix 2). These mounts

have specific reference planes with respect to the

connectors (see Figure 9), and the specific short and

open circuits are therefore called for. If a nonstan

dard acce6sory with different line lengths is used, spe
cial short and open circuits should be constructed, or
the difference between its spacing and that of the Type

874-WN() and -WO() can be corrected for by changing the
settings of the adjustable INPUT and OUTPUT LINES.
The amount of correction can be determined by means
of the line length scales on the bridge. For instance, if

7

a mount with 8-cm electrical spacing to the reference
plane were used, the Types 874-WN5 and 874-W05 could

be used, provided the INPUT and OUTPUT LINES
were shortened by 3.5 cm after all other line-length ad
justments had been made.

In immittance measurements, the final setting of the OUT

PUT LINE (i.e., after the INPUT LINE has been set) is some

times made by an alternate procedure, so that the standing-wave
pattern on the lines during setup will simulate that during meas-

urement. The procedures are given in Section 3.2.

3.1.2.3 Adjustment of OUTPUT LINE to Quarter Wavelength.
To adjust the OUTPUT LINE to an odd multiple of a quarter

wavelength, follow the procedure in paragraph 3.1.2.2, except

use a Type 874-WO() Open-Circuit Termination in place of the

short-circuit termination.

In immittance measurements, the final setting of the OUT

PUT LINE (i.e., after the INPUT LINE has been set) is some

times -made by an alternate procedure, so that the standing-wave
pattern on the lines during setup will simulate that during meas

urement. The procedures are given in Section 3.2.

3.1.2.4 Adjustment of INPUT LINE. After the OUTPUT LINE

has been adjusted to the condition required of the INPUT LINE,
connect the Type 874-U() U-Block between the INPUT and OUT-

874-WN I O.-WOID 9.5cmELECTRICAL

'874-WN31W03 ~..~c~Ei~Z~~~~L
4.3cm PHYSICAL

874-WN5,W05 4 5cm ELECTRICAL ~POSITION OF
. EFFECTIVE

SHORT OR OPEN
CiRCUIT

Figure 9. Cross-Section of Type 874-WN3, -WN5
and -W03, -WOS Terminations, Showing Reference Plane.
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with the Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge to permit
operation below 300 Mc. The Low-Frequency Extension Group
comprises the following, shown in Figure 2:

1 Type 1607-P5 Range Extension Unit
1 Type 1607-P6 Support Bracket Unit
4 Type 1607-P7 6. /2 Air Lines 21.5 em
4 Type 1607-P7 6. Air Lines 43 em

2 each Types 1607-P8-2, -3, -4, -5, & -6 6. Patch Cords

The Range Extension Unit connects directly to the INPUT
and OUTPUT connectors and is secured by two quarter-turn,
wing-nut fasteners. Combinations of the air lines and cables
listed above can be connected to the Range Extension Unit to
increase the effective length ...of INPUT and OUTPUT LINES.
The electrical lengths of these air lines aod cables are multi
ples of a standard length, 6.. For line-length additions up to
46., air lines connected by a Type 874-V V-Block are preferred,
because their impedance and loss characteristic s are superior
to those of the flexible cable. At the lower frequencies, how
ever, it is necessary to use the flexible cables. Because the
characteristic impedance of the flexible cables has a greater
tolerance (±5%) than that of the rigid air lines, some reduction
of accuracy can be caused by the use of the Range Extension
Unit with cables. Figure 8 shows the number of deltas required
as a function of frequency.

When the Range Extension Unit is added, together with a
pair of Type 874-U V-Blocks, the combination adds one 6. to
each line. When the air lines are added to this combination the
extension is one f\ plus the L\-totalof the air lines used in each
line. However, when the Type 874-V V-Blocks are omitted, such
as when the flexible cables are used, the Range Extension Unit

NOTE: If a standard mount is not used, the length of line be
tween the actual point of measurement and the front face of the
connector plugged into the INPUT terminals must be compen
sated for. This electrical length is 4.5 cm in the Type 874-WN5
and -W05 terminations. The electrical length of the Type 874-U
is 9 cm. Therefore, unless the reference plane on the unknown
is electrically 4.5 cm from the beads on both input and output
lines, both line lengths must be changed after normal setting.

3.1.2.5 Line-Length Calibration Charts. Considerable time can
be saved in measurements at different frequencies through the
use of a line-length calibration chart. Such a chart would list,
for each frequency desired, INPUT and OUTPUT LINE settings
for the quarter- and half-wave conditions. Since the line-length
settings depend on the generator frequency, for maximum accu
racy the generator frequency must be accurately known, or else
the same generator should be used for all measurements. A •
sample form for such a chart is enc losed with this manual.

3.1.4 OPERATION WITH LOW-FREQUENCY EXTENSION LINES.
The Type 1607-P20 Low-Frequency Extension Group is included

*For operation below 40 Me refer to para. 3.1.4.

PUT connectors and adjust the INPUT LINE to give a deep
minimum at the detector at approximately the same setting as
the OUTPUT LINE.

3.1.3 SUSCEPTANCE STANDARD.

3.1.3.1 Routine Adjustment. The susceptance standard should
be set to the correct frequency as indicated on its scale.

3.1.3.2 Special Adj ustments. If the generator frequency is in

doubt, or is between 1000 and 1500 Mc, or if maximum accuracy
is desired, proceed as follows: *

a. Plug the Type 874-W50B Matched Termination into the
OUTPUT connector, and set the i-f amplifier for a linear mode
of operation (not AVC and not overloaded).

b. Set the ~fULTIPLIER to 00, and adjust the susceptance
staqdard so that the detector indication with the B arm ae ±1.5
and the A arm at zero equals the indication with the A arm at 1.5
and the B arm at zero. (With Immittance Indicator, set the REAL
and IMAGINARY arms to 1.0). This procedure should yield a fre
quency indication on the calibrated scale nearly equal to that of
the signal frequency (or 1/5 the signal frequency above 1000 Mc).

3.1.3.3 Adjustment When Multiplier Plates Are Required. When

use of a Multiplier Plate (Section 2.6) is required, the Suscept
ance Standard can usually be adjusted as in paragraph 3.1.3.l.
However, if the generator frequency is in doubt, or is between
1000 Mc and 1500 Mc, or if maximum accuracy is required, per
form the procedures of paragraph 3.1.3.2 before the Multiplier
Plate is installed.

When maximum accuracy is~ required, the Susceptance
Standard can be adjusted after the Multiplier Plate is installed,
if the small hole(s) in the plate are over the REAL and/or
IMAGINARY arms; follow the procedures of either paragraph
3.1.3.1 or 3.1.3.2. Otherwise, the standard can be adjusted
afterward only when the small hole of the plate is over the M arm.

To use the procedures of paragraph 3.1.3.2, always set
the arm under the large Multiplier-Plate hole to 0.1 of full scale,
or set the arm to full scale and insert a 20-db pad ahead of the
detector. The latter alternative results in accurate measure
ments only when the large hole is over the REAL arm, however.

8
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contributes only three-quarters of a 6 to each line.
For operation below 40 Mc, the low-frequency susceptance

standard cannot be adjusted to the standard susceptance

(20 mmhos). It is therefore necessary to correct the B (on Trans
fer-Function Indicator) or IMAGINARY (on Immittance Indicator)
scale readings. Set the Type 1607-P 3 Susceptance Standard to
40 ~1c and multiply the B or I!vfAGINARY scale readings by the
K factor determined from Figure 10.

Under several conditions it is probably desirable to use
the flexible cables to connect to remote networks even when
the extension in frequency range is not essential. This might be
true where an unwieldy component is to be tested at a distance
from the Transfer-Function Bridge. In such instances the ends
of the cables should be considered as the INPUT and OUTPUT
terminals.

3.1.5 LOCAL-OSCILLATOR TRAP. For passive networks plug
the Type 874-W50B Termination into the Type 1607-P2 Tee in
place of theType874-tK2QL.lf increased sensitivity is required,
connect the Type 874-MRL M1xer RectifieJr directly to the DETEC
TOR terminals. (With the mixer connected directly to the DE
TECTOR terminals, be careful when adjusting the INPUT and
OUTPUT LINES, since greater difficulty can be encountered
with the false nulls mentioned in paragraph 3.1.2.2~)

If the frequency js "below 350 Mc, determine from Figure
11 whether additional extension-line sections are required. Add
any necessary line sections and the termination anit indicated
in Figure 11. The Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination is
preferred (but not required), since it attenuates all harmonics as
we Il as the fundamental.

F or active networks such as tubes and transistors, pro
ceed as follows to u trap out" the local-oscillator signal:

a. Set the METER READS switch on the Type 1216-A I-F
Amplifier to DC CRYSTAL CURRENT. Adjust the coupling of
the local oscillator to give a crystal current indication between
10 and 15 percent of fullscale of the Type 1216-A meter. Return
the METER READS switch to IF OUTPUT. Set A and B or
REAL and IMAGINARY arms to full scale and the Multiplier
arm to co.

b. Interchange the generator and local-oscillator connec
tions, keeping the pads with their respective oscillators.

c. Adjust the Type 874-LK20L (connected as shown in Fig
ure 3) to yield a minimum reading at the detector. This will re
quire connection of either an open (Type 874-W03) or a short
(Type 874-WN3) circuit onto the adjustable line. Then tighten
the locking sleeve on the Type 874-LK20L.At some frequencies,
particularly those below 90 Mc, extension lines (Type 1607-P7
and -P8) must be added between the adjustable line and the ter
mination in order to obtain proper adjustment.

d. Replace the generator and· detector connections as orig
inally connected.

e. Recheck the crystal current on the i-f amplifier. It should
be between 5 and 15 percent of full scale.

3.1.6 BIAS CONNECTIONS. Connections to INPUT BIAS and
OUTPUT BIAS terminals should be made, and input and out
put biases reduced to zero and turned off before the network
under test is connected. After inserting the network, energize
the bias supplies. according to the requirements of measurement.
Refer to paragraph 2.4.

3.1.7 BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS. Adjust the three indicator
arms to obtain a null on the detector. If possible, set the MUL
TIPLIER to +1 or -1 and null by adjusting the A and B arms.

~
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If a unity multiplier cannot be used, try successively higher mul
tipliers until a null can be obtained by adjustment of the A and
B arms.

3.1.8 PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFER-FUNCTION 1-1EASURE
MENTS.

p a. Set generator, local oscillator, andt12 susceptance standard to desired frequen-
cies. If network is active or nonlinear,

trap out local-oscillator signal by reversing generator and local
oscillator connections and adjusting the trap for a null (para
graph 3.1.5). Then restore normal connections. Connect low-fre
quency extensions if necessary.

b. Connect Type 874-WN5* Short-Circuit Termination to OUT
PUT connector, set MULTIP1.IER to OJ, A arm to 1.5, -B arm to
0, and adjust OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector deflection
(half-wavelength condition).

c. Connect Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and OUT
PUT conn~ctors. Adjust INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (half-wavelength condition; should appear at about the
same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

d. Connect the input of the network under test to INPUT,
output to OUTPUT, using a suitable mount.

e. Apply biases if needed: input to INPUT BIAS, output to
OUTPUT BIAS.

f. Adjust arms for null. Try first fpr null with MULTIPLIER
at 1, increasing to a higher value if n~cessary.

g. Multiply the A and B arm indications by the MULTIPLIER
setting to obtain the A product and B product. (For the B indi
cation, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the fre
quency scale used on the susceptance standard.)

h. The normalized transconductance is - (A product); the
normalized transsusceptance is - (B product) (normalized with
respect to the characteristic admittance of the 50-ohm line, 20

mmhos). *
i. To obtain the transadmittance in mmhos, multiply the nor

malized components by 20.
j. Example: if the A indication is 0.27, the B indication

-1.33, and the MULTIPLIER SETTING -1.5, the components of
transadmittance are:

G 21 =-A x M x 20mmhos =-(0.27)( -1.5)(20mmhos) =8.1mmhos

B 21 =-B x M x 20mmhos =-(-1.33)(-1.5)(20mmhos) =
- j39.9mmhos

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper can be installed at
either OUTPUT or INPUT side.

I~ JJ a. Set generator, local oscillator, and
tE2 s~sceptance stand.ard to ~esired freq~en

Cles. If network IS nonltnear or actIve,

trap out local-oscillator signal by reversing generator and local-

oscillator connections and adjusting the trap for a null. Then re
store normal connections. Connect low-frequency extensions if
necessary.

b. Connect the Type 874-W05* Open-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector, set MULTIPL'IER to OJ, A arm to 1.5,
B arm to 0, and adjust OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flectio!! (quarter-wavelength condition).

c. Connect Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and OUT
PUT connectors. Adj ust INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (quarter-wavelength condition; should appear at about
the same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

d. Connect the input of the J1etwork under test to the INPUT,
output to OUTPUT, using suitable mount.

e. Apply biases if needed: input to INPUT BIAS, output to
OUTPUT BIAS.

f. Adjust arms for null. Try first for null with l\fULTIPLIER
at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

g. Multiply the A and B arm indications by the MULTIPLIER
setting to obtain the A product and the B product. (For the B
indication, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the
frequency scale used on the susceptance standard.)

h. The norma lized transresistance is - (A product), the nor
malized transreactance is - (B product). **

i. To obtain the transimpedance in ohms, multiply the A and
B values by 50.

j. Example: if the A indication is 0.21, the B indication
1.03 and the MULTIPL.IER setting at +1, the transimpedance is:

R 21 =-A x M x 50 ohms::: -(0.21)(1) (50 ohms) = -10.5 ohms

X2I =-B x M x 50 ohms ~ -(1.03)(1)(50 ohms) =-j51.5 ohms

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper cannot be installed at
either side.

3.1.8.3 Transfer-Current Ratio (-a, 13, h f, 12/1 1) ..

I~ P a. Set generator, local oscillator, and sus
t12 ceptance standard to desired frequencies.

If network is nonlinear or active, trap out
local-oscillator signal by reversing generator and local-oscil
lator connections and adj usting the trap for a null. Then restore
normal connections. Connect low-frequency extensions if neces
sary.

b. Connect Type 874-W05* Open-Circuit Termination to OUT
PUT connector, set MULTIPLIER to OJ, A arm to 1.5, B arm to
0, and adjust OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector deflection
(quarter-wavelength condition).

c. Connect Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and OUT
PUT connectors. Adjust INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (quarter-wavelength condition; should appear at about
"he same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

* Use Type 874-WN10, -WOIO, -UIO ",rithType 1607-P41, -P42,

-P43, -P44 mounts.

** Note sign conventions in accompanying diagrams.
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d. Connect Type 874-WN5* Short-Circuit Termination to OUT

PUT, and set OUTPUT LINE for nearest plinimum detector de
flection (half-wavelength condition).

e. Connect the input of the network under test to INPUT
connector, output to OUTPUT connector, using, suitable mount.

f. Apply bias~s if needed: input to INPUT BIAS, output to

OUTPUT BIAS.

g. Adjust arms for null. Try first for null with MUL TIPLIER

at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

h. Multiply the A and B arm indications by the MULTIPLIER

setting to obtain the A product and B product. (For the B indica
tion, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the fre

quency scale used on the susceptance standard.)

i. If the OUTPUT LINE (including any extensions used) is
shorter than the INPUT LINE, the real component is +(B pro
duct), the imaginary component -(A product). **

j. If the OUTPUT LINE (including any extensions used) is
longer than the INPUT LINE, the real component is -(B pro
duct), the imaginary component +(A product). **

k. Example: if the A indication is 1.15, the B indication

-1.4, the MUL TIPLIER setting -1, the INPUT LINE and OUT

PUT LINE scale settings 161 and 191 respectively, the trans

fer current ratio is:

(I 2/J 1) real component ::: -(B product) ::: -B x M :::_( 1.4) (-1) ::: -1.4

(I 2/1 1) imaginary component ::: +(A product) ::: +A x M ::: +( 1.15)(-1)

-jl.15

Accuracy Check.

For an independent, absolute accuracy check on the above

measurement, balance the bridge with the Type 874-U* U-Block

connected to the INPUT and OUTPUT connectors. The result
should be -1 + jOe The measured real part f)f the unknown trans

fer current ratio (indicated on the B scale) can be corrected for

several types of errors if it is divided by the real part of the
ratio measured with the U Block.

Correction Procedure.

Another correction technique is to adjust the susceptance

standard until the B reading of the U-Block is unity. The imagi

nary part of the current ratio can be corrected by subtraction of
the U-Block A-scale indication from the unknown A reading.

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper can be installed only at

the OUTPUT side.

3.1.8.4 Transfer Voltage Ratio E 2/ £ 1 ._

~I dJt E2
a. Set generator, local oscillator, and sus

ceptance standard to desired frequencies.

If network is nonlinear or active, trap out

local-oscillator signal by reversing generator and local-oscil-
lator connections and adjusting the trap for a null. Then restore
normal connections. Connect low-frequency extensions if neces

sary.
b. Connect Type 874-WN5 * Short-Circuit Termination to OUT-

PUT connector, set MULTIPLIER to 00, A arm to 1.5, B arm to

Use Type 874-WN10, -W010, -UI0 with Type 1607-P41, -P42,

-P43, -P44 mounts.

** Note sign conventions in accompanying diagrams.
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0, and adjust OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector deflection
(ha If-wave length condition).

c. Connect Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and OUT

PUT connectors. Adjust INPUT LINE for minimum detector de

flection (half-wavelength condition; should appear at about the

same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).
d. Connect Type 874-W05* Open-Circuit Termination to OUT

PUT, set OUTPUT LINE for nearest minimum detector deflec

tion (quarter-wave length condition).

e. Connect the input of the network under test to INPUT,

output to OUTPUT, using suitable mount.,
f. Apply biase s if heeded, input to INPUT BIAS output to

OUTPUT BIAS.
g. Adjust arms for null. Try first for a null with MULTI

PLIER at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

h. Multiply the A and B arm indications by the MULTIPLIER
setting to obtain the A product and B product. (F or the B indica

tion, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the fre

quency scale used on the susceptance standard.)

i. If the OUTPUT LINE (including any extensions used) is

longer than the INPUT LINE, the real component is -(B product),
the imaginary component is +(A product). **

j. If the OUTPUT LINE (inc luding any extensions used) is
shorter than the INPUT LINE, the real component is +(B pro

duct), the imaginary component is -(A product). **
k. Example: if the A indication is 1.3, the B indication +0.5,

the IvfULTIPLIER setting +1, and INPUT LINE ~nd OUTPUT

LINE scale settings 156 and 180 respectively, the transfer volt

age ratio is:

(E 2/E 1) real component = -(B product) ::: -B x M ::: -(0.5) (+ 1) e-0.5

(E 2/E 1) imaginary component +(A product) ::: + A x M
+ (1.3) (+1) ::: +jl.3

Accuracy Check.
F or an independent, absohlte accuracy check on the above

type of measurement, balance the bridge with the Type 874-U

V-Block connected to the INPUT and OUTPUT connectors. The

result should be 1 + jOe The measured real part of the unknown

transfer voltage ratio (indicated on the B scale) can be corrected

for several types of errors if it is divided by the real part of the

ratio measured with the U-Block.

Correction Procedure.

Another correction technique is to adjust the susceptance

standard until the B reading of the U-Block is unity. The imagi

nary part of the voltage ratio can be corrected by subtraction of
the U-Block A-scale indication from the unknown A reading.

Damper Use.
Translstor- or tube-mount damper can be installed at the

INPUT side only.

3.1.8.5 Reverse Measurements (Y 12,2 12, Q r ,Pr ,h r ). The pro

cedures for reverse transadmittance, reverse transimpedance) re
verse transfer current ratio and reverse transfer voltage ratio

measurements are the same as those given above for the forward

measurements except that ·network input and output and bias

connections should be reversed.

3.1.9 USE OF J\1ULTIPLIER PLATE. To increase the range or
resolution of the scales in the measurement of very high or very

low values of transfer functions, use the Type 1607-PI0 or -P11
J\1ultiplier Plate (refer to paragraph 2.6).
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3.2.1 DIRECT ADMITTANCE OR HvlPEDANCE.

302 IMMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS.

* Use Type 874-WNI0, -WOI0, -UI0 with Type 1607-P41, -P42,
-P43, -P44 mounts.

Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup procedures are
given for high- and low-admittance measurements. For very low
admittances (under 2 mmhos), refer to paragraph 3.2.10.

(1) High admittances (> 20 mmhos).

(a) Connect the Type 874-WN 5* Short-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
m~~ detector deflection (half-wavelength condition with voltage
minimum at unknown end).

(b) Connect the Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and
OUTPUT and adjust the INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (half-wavelength condiJion; should appear at about same
setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

(2) Low admittances « 20 mmhos) (e .g. transistor collector
admittance, vacuum-tube plate or grid admittance). (Refer to
paragraph 3.2.10 for admittances under 2 mmhos.)

(a) Same as (a) above.
(b) Same as (b) above.

(c) Connect the Type 874-W05*Open-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector and trim the setting of the OUTPUT
LINE as follows: Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the REAL and
IMAGINARY arms to O. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL
arm for a detector null (half-wavelength condition with voltage
maximum at unknown end).

c. Plug th•.: network into the NETWORK UNDER TEST ter
minals. For measurements with the Immittance Indicator the
functions of the INPUT and OUTPUT terminals are intercha~ged;
therefore, to measure input admittance (Y11), connect the net
work input to the OUTPUT connector, and the network output to

the INPUT connector. To measure output admittance (Y22),

reverse these connections. If the network is active, be sure its
power supplies are turned off before plugging it into the bridge.

d. To measure input admittance (Y11 ), connect the input bias·
supply to the OUTPUT BIAS binding posts and the output bias
supply to the INPUT BIAS binding posts. To measure ou~put ad
mittance (Y22 ), reverse these connections.

e. If the network is active, turn on the power supplies
lleeded. A transistor's collector supply should normally be
;:urned on first, and the emitter supply then advanced from zero
to the operating current. A vacuum tube's grid bias should nor
mally be turned on before high voltages are applied.

£. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a' 'null with MULTI
PLIER at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

g. The normalized conductance and suscept~nceare the pro
ducts of the t\1ULTIPLIER setting and the settings of the REAL
and ThIAGINARY scales, respectively. For the IMAGINARY in
dication, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the
frequency scale used on the susceptance standard. Multiply the
normalized values by 20 mmhos to obtain the admittance compo
nents.

h. Example: if the REAL setting is +0.7, the IMAGINARY
setting 0.2, and the i\fULTIPLIER setting +1, the admittance
components are:

conductance +0.7 (+1) (20) :!!: +14 mmhos

susceptance = 0.2 (+1) (20) = +j4 mmhos

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper can be installed at the
INPUT side only.

~
~

P To measure rhe input admittance of a network
with its output short-circuited (Y11 ), or the

,~ output admittance with the input short-cir-
cuited (Y22)' make sure the Immittance Indicator is in place and
proceed as follows:

a. Set generator, local oscillator, and susceptance standard
to desired frequencies. If network is nonlinear or active, trap out
the local-oscillator signal by reversing the generator and local
oscillator connections and adjusting the trap for a null. Then
restore normal connections. Connect low-frequency extensions
if necessary. Set REAL arm to 1.0, IMAGINARY arm to 0, and
MULTIPLIER arm to 00.

3.2.2 INPUT OR OUTPUT ADMITTANCE (Y11 OR Y22 )·

b. F or maximum accuracy, the standing-wave patterns on the
INPUT and OUTPUT LINES during setup should be similar to
those during measurement. The standing-wave pattern on the
OUTPUT LINE during measurement depends upon what is being
measured: for high admittances (over 20 mmhos), a voltage mini
mum will occur near the unknown end; for low admittances (under
20 mmhos), a voltage maximum will occur near the unknown end.

Direct, two-terminal impedance
and admittance measurements of
components can be made with
the Transfer-Function Indicator
in place. The transadmittance of
a device connected between the

center conductors of the INPUT
and OUTPUT connectors is the di
rect, two-terminal admittance of that

device independent of any stray capacitance to ground. There
fore, the measurement procedure is the same as for transadmit
tance (paragraph 3.1.8~1), except that if biases are to be con

nected between the ungrounded terminals, use the INPUT
BIAS and OUTPUT BIAS binding posts. Because of the sign

conventions shown in Figure 15A Yo = -Y 21. A transimpedance
measurement will determine Zo shown in the above diagram.

Zo is not the reciprocal of YD.

The Type 1607-p601 Ungrounded Component ~fount will
accommodate many types of components for direct, ungrounded
measurements.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper can be installed at

either INPUT or OUTPUT side.

Damper Use.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
justment procedure, refer to Se ctton 3. 1.2.

12
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3.2.3 INPUT OR OUTPUT IMPEDANCE (Z11 or Z22).

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
justment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

~ d= To measure the input impedance of a network
ZM~ with its output open-circuited (ZII)' or the

output impedance with the input open-circuited
(222 ), make sure that the Immittance Indicator IS in place and

proceed as follows:

a. Set generator, local oscillator, and susceptance standard
to desired frequencies. If network is nonlinear or active, trap
out the local-oscillator signa! by reversing the generator and
local- oscillator connections and adjusting the trap for a null.
Then restore normal connections. Connect low-frequency exten

sions if necessary. Set REAL arm to 1.0, IMAGINARY arm to 0,
and MULTIPLIER arm to OJ.

b. F or maximum accuracy, the standing-wave patterns on the

INPUT and OUTPUT LINES during setup should be similar to
those during measurement. The standing-wave pattern on the

OUTPUT LINE during measurement depends upon what is being
measured: for high impedances (over 50 ohms), a voltage maxi

mum will occur near the unknown end; for low impedances (under
50 ohms), a voltage minimum will occur near the unknown end.
Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup procedures are
given for high- and low-impedance measurements. For very low
impedances (under 5 ohms), refer to paragraph 3.2.11.

(1) High impedances (> 50 ohms).
(a) Connect the Type 874-W05* Open-Circuit Termination to

the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
mum detector deflection (quarter-wavelength condition with volt
age maximum at unknown end).

(b) Connect the Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and

OUTPUT and adjust the INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (quarter-wavelength condition: should appear at about
same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

(2) Low impedances « 50 ohms).
(a) Same as (a) above.
(b) Same as (b) above.

(c) Connect the Type 874-WN5* Short-Circuit Termination to

the OUTPUT connector and trim the setting of the OUTPUT
LINE as follows: Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the REAL and

IMAGINARY arms to o. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL
arm for a detector null (quarter-wave length condition with volt
age minimum at unknown end).

c. Plug the network into the NETWORK UNDER TEST ter
minals. For measurements with the Immittance Indicator, the
functions of the INPUT and OUTPUT terminals are interchanged;
therefore, to measure input impedance (ZII), connect the net~

work input to the OUTPUT connector, and the network output
to the INPUT connector. To measure output impedance (Z22), re
verse these connections. If the network is active, be sure its
power supplies are turned off before plugging it into the bridge.

d. To measure· input impedance (ZII), connect the input bias
supply to the OUTPUT BIAS binding posts, and the output bias
supply to the INPUT BIAS binding posts. To measure output im

pedance (Z 22), reverse these connections.
e. If the network is active, turn on the power supplies needed.

A transistor's collector supply should normally be turned on
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first, and the emitter supply then advanced from zero to the op
erating current. A vacuum tube's grid bias should normally be
turned on befor.e high voltages are applied.

£. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a null with MULTI
PLIER at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

g. The normalized resistance and reactance are the products
of the MULTIPLIER setting and the settings of the REAL and
IMAGINARY scales, respectively. For the IMAGINARY indica~

tion, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the frequen
cy scale used on the susceptance standard. Multiply the nor
malized values by 50 to obtain the impedance components in

ohms.
h. Example: if the REAL setting is +0.7, the IMAGINARY

setting +0.9, .lnd the MULTIPLIER setting 2, the impedance

components are:

resistance = REAL x M x 50 ohms
+0.7 (2) (50) = 70 ohms

reactance = IMAGINARY x M x 50 ohms

+0.9 (2) (50) = +j90 ohms

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper cannot be installed at
either side.

3.2.4 HYBRID OUTPUT (ho ) OR INPUT ADMITTANCE.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
justment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

~ d= To measure the input admittance of a network

YM-<-. . with its output open-circuited or output ad-
_ _ mittance with the input open-circuited (ho )'

make sure that the Immittance Indicator is in place and proceed
as follows:

a. Set generator, local oscillator, and susceptance standard
to desired frequencies. If network is nonlinear or active, trap
out the local-oscillator signal by reversing the generator and

local-oscillator connections and adjusting the trap for a null.
Then restore normal connections. Connect low-frequency exten
sions if necessary. Set REAL arm to 1.0, IMAGINARY arm to 0,
and MULTIPLIER arm to OJ.

b. For maximum accuracy, the standing-wave patterns on the
INPUT and OUTPUT LINES during setup should be similar to
those during measurement. The standing-wave pattern on the
OUTPUT LINE during measurement depends upon what is being
measured: for high hybrid admittances (over 20 mmhos), a voltage
minimum will occur near the unknown end; for low hybrid admit
tances (under 20 mmhos), a voltage maximum will occur near
the unknown end. Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup
procedures are given for high and low hybrid admittance measure
ments. For very low hybrid admittances (under 2 mmhos), refer

to paragraph 3.2.10.
(1) High hybrid admittances (> 20 mmhos).

(a) Connect the Type 874-W05* Open-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
mum detector deflection (quarter-wavelength condition).

* Use Type 874-WNI0, -WOI0, -UI0 with Type 1607-P41, -P42,
-P43, -P44 mounts.
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(b) Connect the Type 874-U* U-Block between INPUT and
OUTPUT and adjust the INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (quarter-wavelength condition; should appear at about
the same setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

(c) Connect the Type 874-WN5* Short-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
mum detector deflection (half-wavelength condition with voltage
minimum at unknown end).

(2) Low hybrid admittances (<( 20 mmhos).
(a) Same as (a) above.
(b) Same as (b) above.
(c) Connect the Type 874-W05 Open-Circuit Termination

to the OUTPUT connector and adj ust setting of the OUTPUT
LINE as follows: Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the REAL and
IMAGINARY arms to o. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL
arm for a detector null (half-wavelength condition with voltage
maximum at unknown end).

c. Plug the network into the NETWORK UNDER TEST ter
minals. For measurements with the Immittance Indicator, the
functions of the INPUT and OUTPUT terminals are interchanged;
therefore, to measure hybrid input admittance, connect the net
work input to the OUTPUT connector and the network output to
the INPUT connector. To measure hybrid output admittance (h o )'

reverse these connections. If the network is active, be sure its
power supplies are tu~ned off before plugging it into the bridge.

d. To measure hybrid input admittance, connect the input
bias supply to the OUTPUT BIAS binding posts and the output
bias supply to the INPUT BIAS binding posts. To measure hy
brid output admittance (h o )' reverse these connections.

e. If the network is active, turn on the power supplies
needed. A transistor's collector supply should normally be
turned on first, and the emitter supply then advanced from zero
to the operating current. A vacuum tube's grid bias should nor
mally be turned on before high voltages are applied.

f. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a null with MULTI
PLIER at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

g. The normalized conductance and susceptance are the pro
ducts of the MULTIPLIER setting and the settings of the REAL
and IMAGINARY scales, respectively. For the IMAGINARY in
dication, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the
frequency scale used on the susceptance standard. Multiply the
normalized values by 20 to obtain the hybrid admittance compo

nents in mmhos.
h. Example: if the REAL setting is +0.05, the IMAGINARY

setting +0.6, and the MULTIPLIER setting -+1, the hybrid ad
mittance components are:

conductance = REAL x M x 20 mmhos =

+0.05 (1) (20) = 1 mmho
susceptance = IMAGINARY x M x 20 mmhos

+0.6 (1) (20) = +j 12 mmhos

NOTE
In some active networks osci.J.lations occur in this measurement.
A damper unit (refer to paragraph 6.5) cannot be used in this
instance, so if oscillations do occur (usually indicated by an
inability to obtain a complete null), it may be necessary to
determine h o from other measurements.

For instance: h o = Y
22

+ hrh f
hi

Damper Use.
Transistor- or tube-mount damper cannot be installed at

either side.
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3.2.5 HYBRID INPUT (hi) OR OUTPUT IMPEDANCE.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
justment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

4 dJ To measure the input impedance of a network
ZM+- with its output short-circuited (11;) or the out-

_ _ put impedance with the input short-circuited,
make sure that the Immittance Indicator is in place and proceed
as follows:

a. Set generator, local oscillator, and susceptance standard
to desired frequencies. If network is nonlinear or active, trap
out the, local-oscillator signal by reversing generator and local
oscillator connections and adlusting trap for null. Then restore
normal connections. Connect low-frequency extensions if neces
sary. Set REAL arm to 1.0, IMAGINARY arm to 0, and MULTI
PLIER arm to 00.

b. F or maximum accuracy, the standing-wave patterns on the
INPUT and OUTPUT LINES during setup should be similar to
those during measurement. The standing-wave pattern on the
OUTPUT LINE during measurement depends upon what is being
measured: for high hybrid impedances (over 50 ohms), a voltage
maximum will occur near the unknown end; for low hybrid im
pedances (under 50 ohms), a voltage minimum will occur near
the unknown end. Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup
procedures are given for high and low hybrid impedance meas
urements. For very low hybrid impedances (under 5 ohms), refer
to paragraph 3.2.1l.

(1) High hybrid impedances (> 50 ohms).
(a) Connect the Type 874 ..WN5 Short-Circuit Termination to

the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
mum detector deflection (half-wavelength condition).

(b) Connect the Type 874-U U-Block between INPUT and
OUTPUT and adjust the INPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (half-wavelength condition; should appear at about same
setting as for OUTPUT LINE).

(c) Connect the Type 874-W05 Open-Circuit Termination to
the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini
mum detector deflection (quarter-wavelength condition with volt
age maximum at unknown end).

(2) Low hybrid impedances « 50 ohms).
(a) Same as (a) above.
(b) Same as (b) above.
(c) Connect the Type 874-WN5 Short-Circuit Termination

to the OUTPUT connector and adjust setting of the OUTPUT
LINE as follows: Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the REAL and
IMAGINARY arms to o. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL
arm for a detector null (quarter-wavelength condition with volt
age minimum at unknown end).

c. Plug the network into the NETWORK UNDER TEST ter
minals. For measurements with the Immittance Indicator, the
functions of the input and output terminals are interchanged;
therefore, to measure hybrid input impedance (hi)' connect the
network input to the OUTPUT connector and the network out
put to the INPUT connector. To measure hybrid output imped
ance, reverse these connections. If the network is active, be
sure its power supplies are turned off before plugging it into the
bridge.

* Use Type 874-WNIO, -WOIO, -UIO with Type 1607-P41, -P42,

-P43, -P44 mounts.
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d. To measure hybrid input impedance (h i)' connect the in
put bias supply to the OUTPUT BIAS binding posts and the out
put bias supply to the INPUT BIAS binding posts. To measure
hybrid output impedance, reverse these connections.

e. If the network is active, turn on the power supplies
needed. A transistor's collector supply should nonnally be
turned on first, and the emitter supply then advanced from zero

to the operating current. A vacuum tube's grid bias should nor
mally be turned on before high voltages are applied.

f. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a null vrith j\fULTI
PLIER at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

g. The normalized resistance and reactance are the products

of the j\lULTIPLIER setting and the settings of the REAL and

IM.AGINARY scales, respectively. For the HvfAGIN ARY indica
tion, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the fre
quency scale used on the susceptance standard. t\"lultiply the
normalized values by 50 to obtain the hybrid impedance compo
nents in ohms.

h. Example: if the REAL setting is 0.5, the I11AGINARY
setting -0.2, and the tvlULTIPLIER setting 10, the hybrid imped
ance components are:

resistance :::: REAL x M x 50 ohms
0.5 (10) (50) :::: 250 ohms

reactance = I!vfAGIN ARY x M x 50 ohms
-0.2 (10) (50) :::: -j 100 ohms

Damper Use.

Transistor- or tube-mount damper can be installed at IN

PUT side only.

3.2.6 ADMITTANCE OF GROUNDED T\VO-TER1\AINAL CO!vl
PONENTS.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
justment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

~.M~ In the following procedure, the use of the Type
~ 874-tvtLComponent .Mount dictates the use of a 3-cm

T termination (Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termina-
tion) for setting the OUTPUT LINE. The OUTPUT LINE is set
to a multiple of a half wavelength (A//2), and tbe INPUT LIN E
is not used. One section of the Type 1607-P601 Ungrounded

Component Mount can also be used, in which case Type 874-WN5
and -WOS Terminations replace the -WN3 and -W03 in the fol
lowing procedure.

a. With the Immittance Indicator in place, set generator,
local oscillator and susceptance standard to desired frequen
cies. If the unknown is nonlinear or active, trap out the local
oscillator signal by reversing generator and local-oscillator con
nections and adjusting trap for null. Then restore normal con
nections. Connect low-frequency extensions if necessary.

b. For maximum accuracy, the standing-wave pattern on the
OUTPUT LINE during setup should be similar to that during
measurement. The pattern during measurement depends on what
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is being measured: for high admittances (over 20 mmhos), a
voltage minimum will occur near the unknown end; for low ad
mittances (under 20 mmhos), a voltage maximum will occur near

the unknown end. Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup

procedures are given for high- and low-admittance measurements.

For very low admittances (under 2 mmhos), refer to paragraph

3.2.10.

(1) High Admittances (> 20 mmhos).

Connect the Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination (fur

nished with the Type874-ML Mount)' to the OUTPUT connector,
set REAL arm to 1.0, HvlAGINARY arm to 0, and MULTIPLIER
arm to 00. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector de
flection (half-wavelength condition with voltage minimum at un

known end).

(2) Low Admittances « 20 mmhos).
Connect the Type 874-W03 Open-Circuit Termination (fur

nished with the Type 874-M L Mount) to the OUTPUT connector.
Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1 and set the REAL and IMAGI
NARY arm's to O. Then adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL
arm for a detector null (ha lf -wave length condition with voltage
maximum at unknown end).

c. With the component being measured connected inside the

Type874-~ILComponent J\lount, plug the mount into the OUTPUT

connector. If component is active, be sure its power supplie s
are turned off. before plugging it into the Bridge. Connect bias,
if used, to OUTPUT BIAS binding posts.

d. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a null with lvfULTI
PLIER set at 1, increasing to ~ higher value if necessary.

e. The normalized conductance ~nd susceptance are the pro
ducts of the tvlULTIPLIER setting and settings of the RE AL and

Itv1AGINARY scales, respectively. For the IMAGINARY indica
tion, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the fre
quency scale used on the susceptance standard. }Ju.ltiply the
normalized values by .20 to obtain the admittance components
in mmhos.

3.2.7 IMPEDANCE OF GROUNDED T\VO-TERlvUNAL COMPO

NENTS.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad

justment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

In the following procedure, the use of the

Type 874-tv1L Component Mount dictates the
use of a 3-cm termination (Type 874-W03

Open-Circuit Termination) for setting the O'UTPUT LINE. The

INPUT LINE is not used, and the OUTPUT LINE is set to an
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3.2.8 DIRECT 1\fEASUREMtNT OF IMPEDANCE OR AD~nT

TANCE !vfAGNITUDE.

NOTE: For a fuller discussion of line-ad
jus tment procedure, refer to Section 3.1.2.

h. The procedure for direct measurement of the magnitude of

an unknown admittance is the same as above except that the

OUTPUT LINE should be set to a half wavelength (i.e., use a

Type 874-WN5 instead of -W05 in step c). The formula of step

g becomes:

(1)

(2)
IY xl IVII
---

IYo I IV2 /

IlMI~ To measure the magnitude of an unknown imped

or IYMI~ ance directly, make sure the Immittance Indica
tor is in place and proceed as follows:

a. Set the generator to the desired frequency of measurement

and set the local oscillator so that the difference frequency

equals the intermediate freq~ency. Connect the low-frequency

Range Extension Unit if needed. Plug the Type i607-P4 Termi-

,nation into the conductance standard connector at the left of the

junction block. The susceptance standard is not required, but

if it is not connected, insert a Type 874-W03 Open-Circuit Ter

mination in the susceptance standard connector to prevent radi

ation. If the stub is used, set it near the operating frequency.

b. Set the IMAGIN ARY indicator to zero, the REAL indica

tor to 1.0, and the MUL TIPLIER to 00.

c. Connect the Type 874-W05 Open-Circuit Termination to

the OUTPUT connector and adjust the OUTPUT LINE for mini

mum detector deflection (AI4 line length).

d. Connect the unknown to the OUTPUT connector.

e. Record the output voltage indicated on the detector with

the detector operating linear ly (no AVC), and call it VI'

f. Reset the REAL indicator to zero and the MULTIPLIER

to 1, and again record the output voltage (V2 ).

g. Calculate the magnitude of the unknown impedance (seen

at a point along the unknown line directly under the loop coup

ling) as follows:

odd multiple of a quarter wavelength. One section of the Type
1607-p601 Ungrounded Component Mount can also be used, in

which case Type 874-WN5 and -W05 Terminations replace the

-WN3 and -W03 in the following procedure.

a. With the Immittance Indicator in place, set the generator,
local oscillator, and susceptance standard to desired frequen

cies. If the unknown is nonlinear or al.tive, trap vut the local

oscillator signal by reversing generator and local-oscillator

connections and adjusting trap for null. Then restore normal

connections. Connect low-frequency extensions if necessary.

b. For maximum accuracy, the standing-wave pattern on the

OUTPUT LINE during setup should be similar to that during

measurement. The pattern during measurement depends on what

is being measured: for high impedances (over 50 ohms), a volt

age maximum will occur near the unknown end; for low imped

ances (under 50 ohms), a voltage minimum will occur near the

unknown end. Thus, for maximum accuracy, alternate setup pro

cedures are given for high- and low-impedance measurements.

For very low impedances (under 5 ohms), refer to paragraph 3.2.1l.

(1) High impedances (> 50 ohms).

Connect the Type 874-W03 Open-Circuit Termination (fur

nished with the Type 874-M L Mount) to the OUTPUT connector,

set REAL arm to 1.0, IMAGINARY arm to 0, and MULTIPLIER

arm to CD. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE for minimum detector de

flection (quarter-wavelength condition with voltage maximum at

unknown end).

(2) Low impedances « 50 ohms).
Connect the Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination (fur

nished with the Type 874-ML Mount),to the OUTPUT connector.

Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1 and set the REAL and IMAGI

NARY arms to 0. Then adjust the OUTPUT LINE and REAL

arm for detector null (quarter-wavelength condition with voltage

minimum at unknown end).

c. With the component being measured connected inside the

Type 874-lvfL Component Nlount,plug the mount into the OUTPUT

connector. If the component is active, be sure its power supplies

are turned off before plugging it into the bridge. Connect BIAS,

if used, to OUTPUT BIAS binding posts.

d. Adjust arms for a null. Try first for a null with MULTI

PLIER set at 1, increasing to a higher value if necessary.

e. The normalized resistance and reactance are the pro

ducts of the 1\1ULTIPLIER setting and the settings of the REAL

and IMAGINARY scales, respectively. For the IMAGINARY in
dication, use the sign whose color is the same as that of the

frequency scale used on the susceptance standard. ~1ultiply the

normalized values by 50 to obtain the impedance components in

ohms.
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1 For most accurate results, instead of adjusting the OUTPUT
LINE, substitute for the unknown a short or open-circuited air
line of a length that will produce approximately the same imag
inary component as the unknown.

b. The procedure for the half-wave case is as follows:

(1) Set the OUTPUT LINE to N2 as in paragraph 3.1.2
and determine the settings of the REAL, IMAGINARY, and MUL

TIPLIER arms, Ao ' Bo ' and M with the unknown connected.

(2) If the product of the 1\fULTIPLIER and IMAGIN ARY
readings is larger than unity, substitute a Type 874-WN5 Short

Circuit Termination for the unknown and proceed as described

in a. (2), except interchange short- and open-circuit terminations.
(3) Determine the effective conductance, G x ' and sus

ceptance, B x.

3.2.9 MEASUREMENT OF LOSS COMPONENT OF HIGH - Q
ELEMENTS.
3.2.9.1 General. The resistance or conductance of many high-Q
elements can be measured more accurately without resort to any
correction equaticns by the following procedure: a short- or

open-circuited length of air line is connected, as described be
low, to the OUTPUT connector, and the OUTPUT LINE is ad
justed so that its reactance or susceptance is approximately
equal to that of the unknown. For a first approximation, the con

ductance or resistance of the air line can be assumed to be zero;
therefore, any measured value different from zero is an error
within the instrument. This error should be algebraically sub

tracted from the conductance or resistance measured with

the unknown connected. (If the adjustment range of the OUT

PUT LINE is insufficient, additional lengths of Type 1607-P7
Air Line can be added.) For greatest accuracy in the real com
ponent, use a quarter-wave line and measure impedance if the

unknown impedance is high compared to Zo' and use a half-wave
line and measure admittance if the impedance is low compared

to ZOo
a. The procedure for the quarter-wave case is as follows:

(1) Set the OUT PUT LINE to N4 as in paragraph 3.1.2

and determine the settings of the REAL, IMAGINARY, and MUL

TIPLIER arms, Ao ' Bo ' and M with the unknown connected.

(2) If the product of the MULTIPLIER and Th1AGIN ARY

readings is larger than unity, substitute a Type 874-W05 Open

Circuit Termination for the unknown, and shorten or lengthen 1

the OUTPUT LINE and adjust the REAL arm until a balance is
produced. Do not change the IMAGINARY or MULTIPLIER arm
settings. If the range of adjustment is insufficient, add lengths

of Type 1607-P7 Air Line until a balance is obtained. If more

than a quarter-wave section of line must be added, or if it ap

pears that the balance could be obtained if the line were short
ened not far beyond its range, more accurate results can be ob
tained if a Type 874-WN5 Short-Circuit Termination, rather than
an open-circuit termination, is substituted for the unknown and

the instrument balanced as above with the addition of sections

of air line if necessary. In either case, record the REAL arm

setting, AI.
(3) Determine the effective resistance, R x ' and the re

actance, X x.

3.2.9.2 Use of Multiplier Plate. Greater accuracy in the real
component can be obtained by the use of the Type 1607-PI0
Single Multiplier Plate (refer to paragraph 2.6).

(5)

(6)

G x 201\1(A o - AI) millimhos

B x 20!v1B o millimhos

3.2. 11. 2 Multiplier-P late Method. In this method the Type

1607-P 11 Multiplier Plate is installed in place of the gasket

(refer to paragraph 2.6). Orient the plate so that the two small
coupling holes cover the slots associated with the resistance
and reactance standards. With the multiplier plate installed,
the MULTIPLIER indication must be multiplied by 0.1; thus

3.2.11 MEASUREMENT OF LOW-IMPEDANCE (HIGH-ADMIT

T ANCE) CIRCUITS.
3.2.11.1 General. F or measurements of very low-impedance

(compared with 50 ohms) circuits, the accuracy can be signifi
cantly improved if the impedance rather than the admittance of

the unknown is measured. Set the OUTPUT LINE to one-quarter
wavelength as described in step b (2) of paragraph 3.2.3, 3.2.5,

or 3.2.7, depending upon the measurement desired. The REAL
arm indication obtained when the line length is adjusted should
be subtracted from that obtained with the unknown connected.
The accuracy can be further increased by use of a multiplier plate.

3.2.10 MEASURE~1ENT OF HIGH-IMPEDANCE (LOW-ADMIT-

T ANCE) CIRCUITS.
3.2.10.1 General. In the measurement of very high impedance

(compared with 50 ohms) Fircuits, such as the collector imped
ance of transistors, plate and grid impedances of tubes, etc, the

accuracy can be significantly improved if the admittance rather
than the impedance of the unknown is measured. The OUTPUT

LINE should be set to one-half wavelength as described in step

b (2) of paragraph 3.2.2, 3.2.4, or 3.2.6, depending upon the

measurement desired. The REAL arm indication obtained when
the line length is adjusted should be subtracted from that ob

tained with the unknown connected. The accuracy can be fur

ther increased by the use of a multiplier plate.

3.2.10.2 Multiplier -Plate Method. In this method the Type

1607-Pll Multiplier Plate is installed in place of the gasket

(refer to paragraph 2.6). Orient the plate so that the two small

coupling holes cover the slots associated with the conductance

and susceptance standards. With the multiplier plate installed,
the MULTIPLIER indication must be multiplied by 0.1; thus
smaller magnitudes of conductance and susceptance can be re

solved on the dials. To apply a multiplier to only one com

ponent of admittance, use the Type 1607-PI 0 Multiplier Plate.
Place the small hole over the appropriate slots in the head

(refer to paragraph 2.6).
3.2.10.3 Direct tvfeasurement of High Impedance. If very high
impedance (very low admittance) is to be measured and if for
any reason it is desired to measure impedance instead of ad
mittance as recommended in paragraph 3.2.10.1, the Type 1607

P 10 Multiplier Plate can be used to extend the upper impedance
limit by a factor of 10 (refer to paragraph 2.6). Place the small

coupling hole in the multiplier plate over the MI slots, set the

OUTPUT LINE as described in step b (1) of paragraph 3.2.3,
3.2.5, or 3.2.7, depending upon the measurement desired. In
this method accuracy will not be so good as in the methods des

cribed in paragraphs 3.2.10.1 and 3.2.10.2.
(3)

(4)

R x = 50i\1(A o - AI) ohms

Xx = 50MB o ohms
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3.3 REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND VSWR. Reflection co
efficient (r) and standing-wave ratio on ~ 50-ohm line can be

calculated from the complex components of impedance as follows:

where A 1 and A2 are the decibel indications, and r equals re
flection coefficient, or the correlation may be determined from
the decibel tables given at the back of this manual. The db dif
ference (A 1 - A 2) should be a negative nunlber, since the voltage

ratio and reflection coefficient are numbers less than unity.
g. Voltage-standing-wave ratio can then be calculated read

ily from equation (10) or determined from Appendix 1 in the back
of this manual.

smaller magnitudes of resistance and reactance can be resolved
on the dials. To apply a multiplier to only one component of
impedance use the Type 1607-PI0 Multiplier Plate. Place the

small coupling hole over the appropriate slots in the head (refer
to paragraph 2.6).

3.2.11.3 Direct Measurement of High Admittance. If a very
high admittance (very low impedance) is to be measured, and if
for any reason it is desired to measure admittance instead of
impedance as recommended in paragraph 3.2.11.1, the Type
1607-PI0 Multiplier Plate can be used to extend the upper ad
mittance limit by a factor of 10 (refer to paragraph 2.6). Place
the small coupling hole over the Mr slots. Set the OUTPUT
LINE as described in step b (1) of paragraph 3.2.2, 3.2.4, or
3.2.6, depending upon the measurement desired. In this method
the accuracy will not be so good as in the methods described in
paragraphs 3.2.11.1 and 3.2.11.2.

(12)

CLAMPING
FERRULE

75-0HM CABLE

874-C8A OR -C62A
CABLE CONNECTOR

RUBBER BOOT CAN BE
OMITTED IF DESIRED

3.4 IMPEDANCE MATCHING TO A 50-OHM LINE. The Immit
tance Bridge can be used to match a load to a 50-ohm line as
follows:

a. Connect the generator and detector to desired frequencies
of measurement, connect the Type 1607-P4 Termination in the
conductance-standard connector at the left of the tuning block.
The susceptance standard need not be used. If it is not used,
plug a Type 874-W03 Open-Circuit Termination into the sus
ceptance standard connector. If the standard stub is used, set it
near the operating frequency.

b. Connect the line under test to the OUTPUT connector.

c. Set the REAL indicator to 1.0, the IMAGINARY indicator
to 0, and the i\1ULTIPLIER to""I.

d. The nearness of the impedance rnatch is indicated by the

magnitude of the output voltage; zero output means a perfect
match. The detector output gives a continuous indication of
nearness of match.

e. The resultant output voltage, V, is proportional to the re
flection coefficient for small values of reflection coefficient (r).

The actual relationship is

r
Ivi =k

1 - r

Figure 12. Cross-section of Type 874-C62A
Cable Connector with 75-0hm Cable Attached.

3.5 MEASUREMENTS ON 75-0HM LINES.

3.5.1 IMPEDANCE AND ADMITTANCE. Measurements on

75-ohm lines consist of connecting the 75-ohm line to a 50-ohm

line, which in turn is connected to the Type 1607-A, and then

determining the impedance or admittance at the junction of the
50-ohnl and 75-ohm lines. One method of connecting these lines
to each other is by means of a Type 874 connector attached to
the 75-ohm cable. Refer to Appendix 3 for proper connectors for

various types of lines. The junction between the 50- and 7S-ohm
lines is made at ~~e point indicated in Figure 12, where the

electrical length, L, is 3.2 cm (physical length: 3.0 cm). There
is ·a small discontinuity at the junction caused by stray react

ances, but the effect is negligible in most applications.
To make the measurement, first attach a Type 874-W03 or

-WN3 Termination to the OUTPUT connector and adjust the
OUTPUT LINE to a half wavelength (for admittance measure
ments), or a quarter wavelength (for impedance measurements).

"Refer to paragraph 3.1.2 for line-adjustment procedure. The

reference planes at the 75- and 50-ohm junction, and those of
the Type 874-W03 or -WN3 terminations coincide.

(10)

(9)

(11)

Irl IYo -Yxl ~
(Go - Gx )2 + (B x )2

Yo +Yx (G 0 +Gx) 2 + (Bx ) 2

1 +Irl
VS\VR ---

I -lr I

VI (AI - A2)Ir I=- = antilog
V2 20

or can be obtained by use of a Smith Chart or measured by the
following ratio method:

a. With the Immittance Indicator in place, connect the Type
1607-p4 Termination in place of the susceptance standard and
leave the conductance standard connector open-circuited. Set
the REAL arm. to zero and the .MULTIPLIER to 1. Set the gener
ator and local oscillator to desired frequencies, and connect
low-frequency extensions if necessary.

b. Connect the line under test to the OUTPUT connector
(the line lengths do not affect this measurement).

c. Apply bias if necessary to the OUTPUT BIAS connector.
d. Set the I;\IAGINARY arm to +1.0, and record the output

indicated by the detector.

e. Shift the Itvl AGIN ARY arm to -1.0 and again record the
output.

£. If the outputs are given in decibels (as on the Type 1216-A
Unit I-F Amplifier), the equivalent voltage ratio (magnitude of
reflection coefficient) can be computed from the equation
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Figure 13. Functional Arrangement of Balun.

~
ADDITIONAL SECTIONS
OF AIR LINE CAN BE
INSERTED HERE

TERM INAL BLOCK

~874-UB-PI
300.0. TERMINAL

300.n
BALANCED LINE

TUNING ELEMENTS---'" 1

PLU7ERE
After the OUTPUT LINE is adjusted, connect the 75-ohm

line (with the 50-ohm connector) to the OUTPUT connector and
balance the bridge. If impedance is ~eing measured, series re
sistive and reactive components in ohms are given by the REAL
and IMAGINARY indications respectively, multiplied by the
MULTIPLIER and by 50. If admittance is being measured, paral
lel conductance and susceptance components in mmhos are given

by the REAL and IMAGIN ARY indications, respectively, multi

plied by the MULTIPLIER and by 20.

3.5.2 REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND VSWR. The reflection
coefficient and VSWR on a 75-ohm line can be calculated from
the input impedance or admittance (refer to equation 9), or they
can be measured directly by a voltage-ratio method similar to

that outlined for 50-ohm lines, paragraph 3.3. However, for meas
urements on a 75°-ohm line, the line must first be fitted to a

Type 874 50-ohm connector as described in paragraph 3.5.1.
Then the measurement procedure is as follows:

a. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE to a half wavelength as de

scribed in paragraph 3.1.2.2.

b. Connect the unknown line to the OUTPUT connector and
the Type 1607-P4 Termination to the susceptance-standard con
nector. Leave the conductance-standard connector open-circuited.

c. Set the IMAGINARY arm to +0.666, the REAL arm to 0,
and record the output indicated on the doetector.

d. Shift the IMAGINARY arm to - 0.666 and again record the
output.

e. If the outputs are given in decibels (as on the Type

1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier), the equivalent voltage ratio (magni

tude of reflection coefficient) can be computed from equation

(11) or determined from Appendix 1 at the back of this m~nual.

the operating frequency very easily by means of the stubs or by
the variable capacitots. (Refer toType 874-UBL Operating In
structions.) While tuning the balun, do not leave the OUTPUT
LINE set exactly to a half or quarter waveleq.gth.

After the balun is tuned to frequency, its coaxial output
terminal should be connected to the OUTPUT connector of the
bridge. In setting the Immittance Bridge OUTPUT line, use the
Types 874-W03 and 874-WN3 Open and Short Circuits. Then
measurements can be made as described previously. Because of
the four-to-one impedance transformation inherent in the balun,

admittance results must be divided by 4, and impedance results
multiplied by 4 when the balun is used with the Type 1607-A.

Several different types of terminals are available for use

with the balun; refer to balun instruction book or catalog de

scription.

3.6 MEASUREMENTS ON LINES WITH IMPEDANCES OTHER
THAN 50- OR 75-0HMS. Impedance and admittance measure
ments on lines whose characteristic impedances are other than

50- or 75-ohms can be made with the Immittance Bridge as de

scribed in paragraph 3.5.1. Reflection coefficient and VSWR can
be measured as described in paragraph 3.5.2, except that in
steps c and d the settings- either side of 0 should be 50/Zo ,

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the line. F or a
72-ohm line, for instance, the I11AGINARY· arm settings in steps
c and d would be +0.695 and - 0.695, respectively.

3.8 OPERATION AT FREQUENCIES ABOVE 1000 MC. No di
rect calibrations are provided on the Type 1607-Pl Susceptance
Standard for operation between 1000 and 1500 J\fc. To set the
stub for frequencies between 1000 and 1500 ~fc, divide the sig
nal frequency by five and set the stub to the quotient frequency,
using the white scale. The stub should then be checked and
adjusted in accordance with paragraph 3.1.3.

3.9 ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS.
3.7 MEASUREMENTS ON BALANCED TRANSMISSION LINES.
~1easurements on balanced lines can be made with the aid of a
Type 874-UBLBalun (see Figure 13) which transforms the bal
anced immittance into an unbalanced immittance, the two re
lated by a factor of four. The balun is a versatile device that
introduces negligible error in the measurements and that can be

used over almost the entire frequency range of the Type 1607-A.

The balun uses an artificial half-wave line to effect the
balanced-to-unbalanced transformation. This line is made up of
two sections of coaxial line and two stub lines or capacitors.
The lengths of the coaxial line sections are changed for various
frequencies; at low frequencies twoType874-VCLVariable Capa
citors are used in place of the stubs. The balun can be tuned to

3.9.1 GENERAL. The major sources of error are incidental
losses and small reflections in the INPUT and OUTPUT LINES.
1\f1nor sources of error are spurious cross couplings between the
coupling loops and associated lines, inductances between the
junction center and the coupling points, incidental losses in the
susceptance standard and small reflections in the conductance
standard.

3.9.2 LINE-LOSS CORRECTIONS. A correction for line loss is
generally not required except for extreme ly high or low immit
tance ot transfer meaSUrements. Also, the loss correction for

any measurement except small values of admittance (1 mrrtho or

less) is usually complex. For reasonable accuracy, this requires
special measurement of the line loss for the particular line com-
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bination being employed. Therefore, only the correction for the
measurement of low admittance is furnished. For measurement
of low admittance, the correction procedure for line loss is given

in paragraph 3.2.10.1.

.Ol.....-----.,-------r---.--------,-----,------,

1607-P8 (TYPE 874-A2 CABLE)

Figure 14. Attenuation of three types of coaxial line.
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unaffected by the damping resistor. The damper unit sets an
upper limit of 50 ohms on the source impedance, usually low
enough to prevent trouble. In the measurement of hybrid output
admittance, ho ' and of open-circuit impedance, the damper unit
cannot be used.

Install the damper unit in the section associated with
the terminal in question. The damper will not pass dc, and
therefore will not short-circuit the bias.

1 E. g., the collector circuit in current-gain measurements, or

the plate circuit in measurements of transadmittance of vacuum
tubes.

2 E. g., forward or reverse current-gain measurements (h f), in

put impedance (h i) and admittance measurements with the out
put short-circuited, and output impedance and admittance meas
urement with the input short-circuited.

3.9.3 LOSS CHARACTERISTICS OF COAXIAL ELEMENTS.
The loss characteristic of a coaxial line is given by

Loss = e exp ( d £) (17)

8.69

where.L is the length, and d is the attenuation in decibles per
unit length. Figure 14 gives the attenuation of the three types
of coaxial lines used with the Transfer-Function Bridge. To
determine total loss for each (input or output) line, multiply
the losses of the individual sections. To determine the physi
cal lengths of the Type 1607-P8 Solid-Dielectric Lines, multi
ply their marked electrical lengths in cm by 0.65. Figure 14 is
based §it physical length.

3.10 DAMPER UNITS. In measurements on active networks dif
ficulty is sometimes experienced with regeneration or oscilla
tion. Since transmission lines are used to obtain effective
short-circuit terminations or zero-impedance sources, the ef
fective source or local impedance may be high at frequencies

other than the measurement frequency, and oscillation or regen

eration may occur. To eliminate this condition, Type 1607-P500

and -P30 Damper Units are provided. These units, which can

be inserted in the standard mounts, damp out undesired reso
nances without affecting the desired characteristics. This unit
consists of a 50-ohm resistor in series with a dc blocking ca
pacitor that can be connected from either high network terminal
to ground. If the damper unit is connected across a terminal
whose load impedance is zero 1, it will have no effect on the
circuit at the operating frequency. However, at other spurious
frequencies where the load impedance may be high and oscilla
tions may occur, the damper unit will reduce the load impedance
to not more than 50 ohms resistive, and therefore will usually
eliminate difficulties resulting from oscillation and regeneration"

In measurements where the active network is terminated
in a short circuit 2, the damper unit should be connected across

the short-circuited terminals. In the voltage ratio measurements
such as in the measurement of hr , the damper cannot be pl,aced
across the open-circuited terminals. In this case, the damper
is connected across the source circuit, which has a very low
source impedance at the operating frequency and hence will be
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Section 4

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

4.1 GENERAL. The performance of most electrical devices and
circuits can be described in terms of so-called "transfer func

tions" and input and output functions. A transfer function is the
ratio of an output to an input quantity, or vice versa, and exam
ples of transfer functions are the alpha and beta current ratios
of transistors, the transconductance of vacuum tubes, the gain
of amplifiers, and the loss of attenuators and filters.

A common way of specifying characteristics of a fout
terminal network such as that shown in Figure 15 is to specify
four short-circuit admittances or four open-circuit impedances.
Some of these are two-terminal input or output quantities, and
some are four-terminal transfer quantities relating conditions be
tween the two sets of terminals. The short-circuit admittances
are:

y 11 = I liE 1 with output short-circuited

y 22 = I 2/E 2 with input short-circuited
(network driven from output side)

y 21 = I 2/E 1 with output short-circuited

y 12 = I liE 2 with input short-circuited
(network driven from output side)

y 11 and Y 22 are two-terminal admittances, Y 21 is a forward
transfer admittance or "forward transadmittance", and Y 12 is a
reverse transfer admittance, often called ufeedback admittance".

Note sign conventions of currents and voltages in Figure 15!

A. General network configuration, showing sign conventions.

C. T-section equivalent of passive four-terminal networko

8. Pi-Section equivalent of passive four-terminal networko
D. Open-circuit-impedance parameter representation of active

four-terminal networks. Generators indicated are zero-im

pedance voltage generatorso

ho

Fo Equivalent network representations of transistorso (Volt

age source has zero impedance, and output circuit is fed

by constant-current generator II h f •

Figure 15. Equivalent Circuits for Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge.

Eo Short-circuit admittance parameter representation of active

four-terminal networks. Generators indicated are current

generators.
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At low frequencies, Y 21 is a pure real number, called
transconductance, which is generally published in tube hand
books. At uhf and vhf, however, the transadmittance Y21 is a
complex number, and relatively little is known about its behav
ior for tubes and transistors.

The Type 1607-A Transfer-Function and Immittance
Bridge measures forward or reverse transadmittance by a null
method, yielding direct answers in millimhos of transconduct
ance and millimhos of transsusceptance, over a frequency range
of from 25 to about 1500 Mc. The instrument also measures
transimpedance, complex voltage transfer ratio, complex current
transfer ratio and several other quantities discussed in follow
ing paragraphs.

402 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONo The bridge is shown schemati
cally in Figure 16. Three identical loops, one associated with
the etB" line, one with the ttG" line, and one with the "Network
Input" line, are driven in parallel by an external generator ad
justed to the desired frequency of measurement. The currents
(IL ) in all three loops are equal in magnitude and phase. Each
loop is loosely inductively coupled, through electrostatically
shielding slots, to an associated coaxial line. (In Figure 16,
only the inner conductors are shown.) Each loop can be rotated
independently of the others to vary its coupling, or mutual in
ductance, to its associated line. The mutual inductances are de
signated MG, tv1 B , and Mx . The series voltages induced in the

three lines by virtue of the couplings to the associated loops

are: E G = -jUJMGI L , E.a = -jUJMBI L , and Ex = -jUJMxI L .

The outer end of the "G" line terminates in a known
standard conductance, Yo (20 millimhos). The characteristic
admittance of the coaxial lines and connectors used in the in
strument is also 20 millimhos (characteristic impedance, Zo, is
50 ohms). The outer end of the "B" line terminates in a known
standard susceptance of + jY 0 at frequencies below 150 Mc (ad
justable capacitor), - jY 0 from 150 to 450 Mc (adjustable stub
set to '\/8), and + jY 0 above 450 Mc (stub set to 3'\/8). The
far end of the third line, the adjustable tfNetwork Input" line,
is connected to the input of tile network under test, and its elec
trical length is always set to either an odd or an even multiple
of a quarter wave length, depending on the type transfer function
being measured.

The left-hand end of the tfNetwork Input" line terminates
in a short circuit. The inner ends of the Band G lines come
together at a junction with two other lines. One of these lines
is connected to an external detector. The other, the adjustable
"Network Output" line, is connected to the output of the net
work under test. Its electrical length is always set to either an
odd or an even multiple of a quarter wavelength, depending on
the type transfer function being measured, but not necessarily
the same multiple as that to which the "Network Input" line is
set.

External
Detector

Network
Under
Test

"Network Input
ll

Line
len g t h = nl A/4, n = eve n
or odd integer

In put

Output

JB
S

: ±j20mmho

"s" Line

External
Oscillator

"Network Output" Line
length s "2 X/4, n2 = even or odd
i n teo e r (n I no t a Iwayseq ua Ito n2 )

Figure 16a. Schematic Diagram for Transfer-Function Measurements.
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When IG , I B, and Ix add up to zero, the common -ju..:IL
term is eliminated, and the basic balance equation of the in
strument is obtained:

(21)

(20)

M
xYo

The above equation is normalized with respect to the
characteristic admittance of the line and corresponds to the dial
calibration, which is normalized, because impedances, voltage
ratios, and current ratios, as well as admittances, must be
measured. As indicated above, the instrument actually measures
the real and imaginary parts, G xx/Yo and B xx/Yo' of the nor
malized transadmittance of the network connected directly be
tween the input and output terminals of the instrument:

(18)

4.3 BALANCING PROCEDURE. The process of measuring
complex quantities involves the balancing of the instrument by

adjustment of the loop couplings until the external detector
shows a null. At null, the voltage at the junction of the four
coaxial lines is zero, and the three currents (IG , IB' and I x)
that enter the detector junction from the "G", "B", and ~Net

work Output" lines, respectively, must add up to zero. These
currents are easily calculated, because the zero-voltage condi
tion at the detector can be considered equivalent to a short cir
c\lit. Suppose, for example, that the lengths of the ctNetwork
Input" and "Network Output" lines were zero. Then E 1 = Ex
and 12 = Ix.

The current I G equals the induced voltage E G times the
admittance of the "G" line, which is the known standard con
ductance, Yo. That is,

The current I B equals the induced voltage E B times the
admittance of the B line, which is the known standard suscep

tance, ±jY o. That is,
-MULT (A scale reading) (22)

(19)
-MULT (B scale reading) (23)

The current Ix equals the induced voltage E x times the
transadmittance of the network, Y xx. That is,

Since we assumed the connecting line length to be zero,

Y 2 1 = Y xx' G 2 1 = G xx' and B 2 1 = B xx'

External
Detector

length = odd multiple of W4
for impedance measurements ~

multiple of )../2 for
adm ittance measurements

Network
Under
Test

"Network Inpu1" Line length: odd multiple of )./4
length= nl W4. n='even for open circuit at network
or odd integer terminals, multiple of 'A/2

I-- ---'I-- ---,for short circuit

"Network Output" Line
length=n2 )J4, "2= even or odd
integer (n, not always equal to n2)

rv External Generator

" B"Line 7(
=~: j 8s = ±j 20 mm ho,

Figure 16b. Schematic Diagram for Immittance Measurements.
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(25)

(27)

= - A - jB

B - jA

-- = ---=

-B + jA

4.7 MEASUREMENT OF TRANSFER VOLTAGE RATIO. For

the measurement of forward transfer voltage ratio with the net
work output terminals open-circuited, the output line is ad

justed to a quarter wavelength and the input line to a half wave

length (see Figure 15A for sign convention). The output termi
nals of the network are effectively open-circuited, because the
quarter-wave output line C«inverts" the equivalent short circuit
at the detector junction into an open circuit at the network.

·1
Also, because of the quarter-wave output line, E 2 = ~, and

Yo
because of the half-wave input line, E 1 = -Ex. Therefore,

The reverse transfer current ratio, 11/1 2 , can be meas

ured with the input and output connections reversed.

406 MEASUREMENT OF TRANSFER CURRENT RATIO. For
the measurement of the transfer current ratio of a network with

its output terminals short-circuited (1 2 /1 1), the output line is
set to a half wavelength (see Figure 15A for sign convention).

The output terminals of the network are effectively short-cir

cuited by the half-wave setting of the output line, which also

makes 12 = Ix. The quarter-wave input line makes

where 2
0

is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial lines,
50 ohms.

Reverse transimpedance, 2 12 , is measured in a similar
manner with the input and output connections reversed.

passive elements, and Figure 15D shows an equivalent circuit

more useful for active networks. Note the sign conventions used.

To measure transimpedance, which is defined as E 2/1 1
with the output of the network open-circuited, both input and
output line lengths are set equal to an odd multiple of a quarter
wavelength. The quarter-wave output line converts the equiva
lent short circuit at the detector junction into an open circuit at

the network. Also, the output quarter-wave line "inverts" the

voltage E 2 into a constant times the current lx, and the input

quarter-wave line "inverts" the voltage E x into a constant times

the current 11. It can be shown that

(26)

j l l

E x and therefore

Yo

Reverse transfer voltage ratio, E liE 2' can be measured

with the input and output connections reversed.

(24)-A -jB

The mutual inductance, 11 x' is the denominator in both the
above equations and hence is a common multiplier. The values

of the mutual inductances, ~fx, MG , and MB , depend on the an

gular position of the loops. The angular position of the G loop

can be calibrated directly in normalized transconductance, the

B loop in normalized transsusceptance , and the X loop in a

common multiplier. These calibrations are independent of fre

quency and, by virtue of the positive and negative ranges for
two of the three loops, permit measurements in all four quad
rants of the complex plane. The scale associated with the G

loop is labeled the A scale, and is calibrated from 0 to 1.5.

The scale associated with the B loop is called the B scale and

is calibrated from 0 to ±1.5. The MULTIPLIER is calibrated
from ±1 to infinity.

The assumption of zero length of lines between instru
ment and network cannot be realized in practice, since the ef
fective measurement points are located within the instrument.

However, by adjustment of the "Network Input" and "Network

Output" lines to odd or even multiples of a quarter wavelength,
the instrument can be made to indicate directly the transadmit

tance, transimpedance, complex transfer current ratio, and com
plex transfer voltage ratio of networks whose terminals are not
the actual measurement terminals of the instrument.

4.4 MEASUREMENT OF TRANSADMITTANCE. To measure

the transadmittance of a four-terminal network, we must apply a

voltage to one set of its terminals and measure the short-cir
cuit current in the other set. Figure 15B shows this circuit

with passive elements, and Figure 15E shows an equivalent
circuit more useful for active networks such as vacuum tubes.

Note the sign conventions used.
Transadmittance is defined as output current flowing

through a short circuit divided by input voltage. The problem of
placing the measuring device close enough to both sets of ter
minals to avoid resonances at vhf and uhf is solved by the ad
justable lines in the instrument, which allow the measurement

to be made at precisely a half wavelength (or a multiple there

of) from the terminals. When both "Network Input" and "Net

work Output" lines are adjusted to a half wavelength, the net
work output terminals are effectively short-circuited, because
the half-wave "Network Output" line terminates at the detector
junction, which, at null, has zero voltage and can be considered
to be a short circuit. The half-wave line produces a similar
short circuit at the network terminals and makes 12 = ~. The

input half-wave line makes E 1 = -Ex- Therefore

where A and B are the A and B scale readings.

The r"everse transadmittance, Y 12, can be measured by
the same procedure, but with input and output connections to
the network interchanged.

4.5 MEASUREMENT OF TRANSIMPEDANCE. To measure the
transimpedance of a four-terminal network, we must apply a
current to one set of its terminals and measure the open-circuit

voltage in the other set. Figure 15C shows this circuit with
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circuits. The bias circuits of the Type 1607-A are shown in
Figure 16c. Built-in blocking capacitors isolate the measure
ment standards, external detector, and the UNetwork Input" line.

Filter networks, each comprising two chokes and two bypass
capacitors, allow insertion of dc voltages and currents and pre
vent rf leakage. Choke and capacitor ratings impose limits of
2.5 amps and 400 v, although higher currents may be used for
short periods. The loading effect of the input filter on the UNet
work Input" line is negligible, because the filter is near the
short-circuited end of the line. The only loading effect of the

output filter on the detector line is a slight reduction in detec
tor sensitivity.

Network
I n put Bios
Terminal

Network
Under
Test

"Network Input" Line

A External
Detector

C3

~ ~
Blocking C

Filter
Nf'twork

Filter
Netwo rk

CI

"'IH'1
Blocking C

Network
Output Bios

Terminal

BS

Blocking C's'-'- C2

(
IIII~)

Gs C4

4.8 IMMITTANCE MEASUR EMENTS. When the Immittance In
dicator is mounted on the bridge in place of the Transfer-Function
Indicator, the instrument becomes the equivalent of the General
Radio Type 1602-B Admittance Meter, with the added features
of a built-in adjustable line between the unknown and the bridge,

biasing provisions, and a second short-circuited adjustable line
that can be used to terminate four-terminal networks for meas
urements of input or output characteristics. In the immittance
bridge circuit (see Figure 16b), three loops are coupled to three
coaxial lines, two of which are terminated in a standard con

ductance and a standard susceptance, and the third coupled to
the ftNetwork Output" line instead of to the CCNetwork Input" line
as in the Transfer-Function Bridge. In the circuit shown in Fig
ure 16b, the bridge is set up to measure the output immittance
of a four-terminal network. To measure network input immittance
the network is simply reversed. Note that the lower line, though
labeled ftNetwork Output" because of its use during transfer
function measurements, actually drives the network during immit
tance measurements. The upper line, though labeled ftNetwork
Input" because of its use during transfer-function measurements,
acts as either a short or open circuit at the other end of the net
work during immittance measurements and has no other coupling
to the circuit except to provide dc bias if required.

For measurements of two-terminal grounded immittances,

the unknown network is connected to the lower C'Output") ter
minals and the upper line (ftNetwork Input") is not used at all.

When the CCNetwork Output" line is set to a half wave

length or to an integral multiple of a half wavelength, the bridge

measures admittance. When this line is set to a quarter wave
length or to an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength, the bridge
measures impedance. The scales are calibrated in normalized
units from 0 to 1, with a multiplier from 1 to 00. The reference
for impedance measurements is 50 ohms, and for admittance
measurements, 20 mmhos.

4.9 BIAS CIRCUITS. In measurements on active networks, dc
voltages or currents must be supplied without affecting the rf

Figure 16c. Schematic diagram of dc bias circuits of the

Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge.

Section 5 APPLICATIONS

5.1 TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENTS. The most common net

work presentations used for transistors are shown in Figure

15F. All of the transfer parameters indicated in these circuits

can be measured directly with the Transfer-Function Bridge at
frequencies between 25 and about 1500 Mc.

A convenient extension of h ... and Y- parameter measure

ments to power gain and stability analysis of two-port devices

can be obtained by use of the Linvill chart.* This technique was

first described in <<Transistors and Active Circuits," J.G.

Linvill and J.F.Gibbons, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New

York, 1961. Five-part chart sets maybe purchased from Professor
Linvill at the Stanford Electronic Laboratories, Stanford, Calif.

Since many transistors operate at very low voltage levels,
all applied signals should be kept small during the measure
ments. By the method mentioned in paragraph 2.2, the rf signal

level can be held below 5 mv, which has proved a satisfactory
limit.

The high-frequency performance of a transistor or of any
other component can be greatly affected by the arrangement of
the leads used to connect the element in a circuit. For repeat-

able results, therefore, the mount used to connect the transistor
to the measurement circuit must be standardized and must per
mit short leads or else make allowance for long leads. In the
Type 1607-PIOI, -PIO?, -PIll and -P401 transistor mounts, the

leads are connected to the measurement terminals at a point

about 1/16 inch away from the case. This arrangement is reason

ably close to that used in most practical high-frequency tran

sistor circuits.
The Type 1607-P41, -P42, -P43, -P44 mounts accept

leads up to 2 inches long. Refer to Appendix for details.
The a-vs-frequency characteristics of an experimental

diffused-base, germanium transistor (Bell Telephone Labora
tories) in a grounded-base connection are shown in Figure 17.

* Applications of the technique appear in:
c'Rf Seminar Papers," Texas Instruments Co., 1963.
V.Gelnovatch and G.E.Hambleton, "1 Gc Transistor Amplifier Stage
Using Linvill Technique,.." PROC.IEEE (correspondence), vol 52,
No. 10, p. 1262; October 1964.
P .E.Kolk, "Design of Three UHF Transistor Circuits," MICROWAVES,
vol 3, No. 11, pp. 32-37; November 1964.
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of measurements can be made in either connection without cal
culation of any of the parameters from measurements made in
another connection. This factor is important at high frequencies
where connection changes can cause changes in the effects of
stray capacitances and inductances.

The table be low shows a typical set of measurements
made on a high-frequency transistor. All the values shown
were directly measured with the exception of the ho parameters.
For the h o measurement the output admittance must be deter
mined with the input open-circuited, a condition easily obtained
with the bridge. However, with the open-circuit connection the
damping units (refer to paragr~ph 6.5) cannot be used and in
some instances regeneration or oscillation can occur. In these
cases ho can easily be calculated from the formula:

1\ he
ho = Y22 +

hi

I
0.8

500

+oc
I I

0.4 6

:5r1---+--#---1
ex: = ~=-hI I fb

600
1-----+-----+.-0.8-~-o- ....-u~__r---

I-----......I------L.:-I.O_----JL...-__-L.-__---I.. L--__-'

Figure 17. Plot of Alpha vs Frequency
for an Experimental High-Frequency Transistor.

This measurement was made with the transistor mounted in a

Type 1607-PI01 Tran si stor Mount.

The hybrid feedback factor he (= E 12 ) can be easily meas
ured by reversal of the coaxial-line connections between the
common-base mount and the instrument. The mount is simply
rotated 180 0

, the dc connections are reversed, and the normal
voltage-ratio measurement procedure is followed. Under these
conditions the input is applied to the collector and the output
is obtained from the emitter.

With this instrument, transistors can be measured in either
the common-base or common-emitter connection; a complete set

The variations in some of the above transistor parameters

with collector voltage are plotted in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows
the results of measurements of the short-circuit output admit

tance, Y22' on a similar transistor.

The extrinsic base resistance, r~b' of a transistor is often
determined 1 from measurements of the common-emitter input im
pedance with the collector short-circuited, hie. In this case,

the rbb is approximately equa I to the input resistance obtained
at a frequency where the reactance is zero. Figure 20 shows a
plot of hie measured on a re Iat ive ly low-frequency transistor, in
dicating a base resistance of 27 ohms. At frequencies below
the zero reactance point, the reactance becomes positive, owing

1R. P. Abraham and R. J. Kirkpatrick, cCTransistor Characteri

zation at VHF", Proceedings 01 the National Electronics Con

ference, 13, pp 385-402, 1957.

NETWORK PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS ON A
HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSISTOR AT 300 Me

FREQUENCY = 300 Mc, Vcb = -4.5v, Ie = 1.0 rna, SHELL GROUNDED

COMMON BASE COMMON EMITTER

SC SC
HYBRID ADMITTANCE HYBRID ADMITTANCE

mmhos mmhos

af hfb Y21b hfe Y2Ie f3f
0079 - j 0053 -0079 +j0053 -304 + j 1002 -0068 - j 105 2uO - j 1200 -Ou68 - j 105

ar heb YI2b hee YI2e fJ r

0032 - j Ou18 0004 + j 0014 -104 - j 100 0012 + j 0009 -004- j 100 -Ou215 - j 0002

hib YI1b hie YUe

6700 + j 53u8 901 - j 609 115 - j75 509+j401
ohms ohms

hob Y22b hoe Y22e

002 + j 4025 108 + j 402 302 + j 300 1u9 + j 403
mmhos mmhos
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transistor as a function of collector voltage.

to the inductance of the leads inside the transistor body and
that of the short length of pin between seal and the point where
the measurements are made. At much higher frequencies this
lead inductance can be in parallel resonance with the stray ca
pacitances to the shell and ground as shown in Figure 20.

In high-frequency transistors, the zero reactance point oc
curs at a much higher frequency, and the impedance at this point
may be affected by the stray lead reactances. A typical meas
urement is shown in Figure 21. Similar measurements made on
a slotted line are plotted on the same figure, and it is evident
that they agree very closely with those obtained by use of the
Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge.

In high-power transistors in which the shell is connected
to the collector, the measured parameters at high frequencies
are significantly affected by the capacitance from the input

electrode to the shell. In the com- r---r.~------I

mon-base connection, this capacitance E 1 'T' es I c
(Ces ) appears from emitter to collec- T t

tor and is of the order of 1 or 2 pico-: ~
farads. Current flowing through this L-----f I----J

B
capacitance adds vectorially to the cur- _
rent actually flowing through the transistor. At low frequencies
the effect is small; however, at very high frequencies (usually
around 1000 Mc), the current flowing through the capacitance is
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Figure 19. Plot of short-circuit output

admittance as a function of frequency
for a diffused-ba se tran si stor.
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cause an Increase in the effective a even at much lower fre

quencies. As a result the true a-cutoff frequency cannot be de

termined sale ly from measurements of a as a function of frequency.

In the common-emitter connection, the capacitance from

the base to shell appears between base and collector. In most
cases the J3-cutoff frequency is less affected by the stray ca
pacitance than is the a-cutoff frequency.

In either the common-emitter or common-base connection,
the measured values are actually those of the device. The in

crease in a over that expected does not constitute a power gain,
as both the input and output impedances are affected so that
the apparent increase does not occur.

o '607-A MEASUREMENTS
X-SLOTTED LINE MEASUREMENTS

-60'-----+-----'----'---'-----'-----+---------<"--------'--~---l..--...J....--...l...--.l________l

Figure 21. Input reactance vs input resistance for high

frequency transistor, with output short-circuited. Points

measured with a Slotted Line are given for comparison.

180 degrees out of phase with the current flowing into the emit

ter, reducing the effective input current, and is in phase with

and hence adds arithmetically to the collector current. Under

these conditions, the effective transfer-current ratio (a) can be
larger than unity, and the input impedance relatively high. Al
though the effect is most pronounced at resonance, it still will

502 TUBE MEASUREMENTS. As with transistors, the mount
to connect tubes to the measuring circuit must be carefully de
signed to give significant and repeatable results. Filters must

be provided for heater and screen voltage, although these fil

ters are not as critical as are the filters associated with the
input and output circuits. The Type 1607-P201 Tube ~10unt ac
commodates seven-pin miniature tubes such as the 6AF4,
6AF4A, 6AN4, 6T4, and other tubes with the same pin connec
tions for grounded-cathode measurements. The measured trans

admittance of a 6AF 4 in the grounded-cathode connection is

plotted in Figure 22. The effective transadmittance first in
creases with frequency, apparently because of resonance be

tween the grid-cathode capacitance and cathode-lead inductance.

250

820
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100 150

TRANSCONDUCTANCE
IN MILLIMHOS

50

'00

150

-100
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Figure 22. Transadmittance vs Frequency for Grounded-Cathode 6AF4 Vacuum Tube.
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Figure 23. Forward Transfer Current Ratio vs Frequency
for a Type 874-G10 Attenuator Pad.
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ure 26 shows the direct admittance of one of the chokes used in
the dc supply filter of the Transfer-Function and Immittance
Bridge.

5.4 LUMPED~COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS. The direct ad
mittance between the two ungrounded terminals of a circuit or
component can easily be measured with the bridge. As shown
in Figure 25, the direct admittance measurement of a component
with neither end connected to ground is not affected by the im
pedance between either side of the component and ground. This
measurement is very useful for determining the characteristics
of floating resistors, rf chokes, capacitance between two un
grounded terminals, and many ·other three-terminal circuits. Fig~

At higher frequencies other resonances are apparent, the largest
of which is probably caused by the grid-plate capacitance and
plate-lead inductance. The large values of transadmittance
shown do not cause correspondingly large magnitudes of gain
when this tube is used as an amplifier, since the input imped
ance decreases rapidly as the resonances are approached.

5.. 3 COAXIAL~COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS.. The Transfer
Function and Immittance Bridge can measure the transfer ad
mittance or impedance and attenuation of circuits fitted with
coaxial connectors. Figure 23 shows the results of short-circuit
current-ratio measurements made on a Type 874-G10 Attenuator
Pad, and Figure 24 shows transadmittance of the same pad.
Other possible applications are for filters, coupling networks, am
plifiers, and other four-terminal coaxial devices. In these meas
urements, the input and output reference planes must be specified.
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Figure 24. Forward Transadmittance vs Frequency
for a Type 874-G 10 Attenuator Pad.
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Figure 25. Consideration of Two-Terminal Impedances and
Admittances as Four-Terminal Devices.

Figure 26. Direct Admittance of DC Supply
Fi Iter Choke Used in Type 1607~A.
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5.5 TUNNEL-DIODE MEASUREMENTS.

5.5.1 GENERAL. The parameters of most tunnel diodes can be
measured with the Type 1607-A Bridge over its full frequency
range from 25 Me to 1500 Me. These parameters include the
following:

Capacitance, C
Negative resistance, R
Serie s inductance, L

Series resistance, R s
Diode self-resonant frequency
Resistive cutoff frequency
Parasitic inductance or capacitance of diode package.

Several precautions are necessary in these measw;ements
because of the negative-resistance, nonlinear, and multivalued
current characteristics of tunnel diodes. The well-known cur
rent-voltage relation for the diode is shown in Figure 27, and
an equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 28. The several modes
of operation that can be encountered in tunnel-diode measure
ments are shown in Figure 29 as a function of circuit resistance,
Rt . If the de circuit resistance of Rt is greater than the nega-

tive resistance, R, operation will be unstable in the negative
resistance region. In Figure 27, Rt is large compared with the

negative resistance, and, as the bias voltage is increased, the
diode switches from operating point A to B. If the bias voltage
is then decreased, the diode switches back from C to D. How·
ever, if R t is lower than the negative resistance, no switching

occurs. If the accircuit resistance of R t is less than~, the
RC

circuit oscillates at some frequency determined by the diode
and source-circuit parameters. Rt is the sum of the diode re

sistance R s and the equivalent source resistance, R; The

equivalent source resistance is the shunt resistance Rp in par

allel with the signal or de source resistance. The ac and de
source resistances are usually different in practice.

The effective de source resistance of the Type 1607-A is
primarily that of the de bias supply plus about 0.25 ohm of series

resistance in the bias filter. The high-frequency ac source im
pedance seen at the diode terminals is of the order of magni
tude of 50 ohms at the operating frequency. At other frequen
cies the impedance will vary but usually will not cause diffi
culty if a shunt resistor of 50 ohms or less is used in the mount
as described below.

The stable region defined by ~C < R t < R will vanish if

the inductance L is greater than R 2e. With most tunnel diodes,
package and holder inductance is small enough to permit stable
operation. Since low-impedance diodes are necessarily designed
with low parasitic inductances, the total circuit inductance be
tween the shunt resistance Itp and the diode must be exceed
ingly small. This is possible only in carefully designed holders.

A further precaution is required because of the nonlinear
diode characteristic and applies to the measurement of any di
ode. The amplitude of the signal incident on the diode must be
small, since small-signal characteristics are generally desired.
For the diode characteristic, shown in Figure 27, a value of a

few millivolts rms would be considered an upper limit for small
signal measurements. If a superheterodyne null detector is used
in the bridge measurements, furthermore, local-oscillator leak
age into the tunnel-diode c ircuic should be kept down to a few
millivolts. The trap provided (refer to par~graph 3.1.5) can be
used to keep the local-oscillator level below this value.

5.5.2 TEST MOUNTS. A special test mount must be used in
measurements on tunnel diodes. The test mount or holder must
be carefully designed to eliminate stray inductance and capac
itance, particularly if the diode resistance is low. Measure
ment accuracy is improved if a loading resistor, generally em
ployed to lower the equivalent source impedance, is placed as
close to the diode as possible, as shown in Figure 30. This
resistance should be noninductive, less than the negative re
sistance of the diode under test, and should present negligible

shunt capacitance. Film-type disk resistors are suitable. The

electrical thickness of the resistor should be small compared

Figure 29. Modes of operation for the
tunnel diode as a function of the total

circuit resistance, RT •

,--------------,
: L Rs :

:,---t"--R-P ':"""!:3JR i
L--- J

Figure 28. Equivalent circuit of a tunnel
diode (inside dotted rectangle), with

shunting resistor, Rpt which stabilizes
operation in a measuring circuit.
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Figure 27. Current-voltage

characteri stic of a tunnel diode.

Figure 30. Suggested coaxial mount for connecting a
tunnel diode into the measuring circuit. A tunnel
diode in the TO-18 package is shown installed in
the mount with the ground lead dressed away from

the center conductor in a slot provided.
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Figure 31. Plot of impedance characteristics as meas

ured to obtai n the approxi mate val ues for the sel f

resonant and resistive cutoff frequencies.
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Figure 32. Plot of admittance characteristics for deter

mi nation of se If-resonant and resi stive cutoff fre

quencies.

with the skin depth, so that attenuation through the resistor IS

negligible at the highest frequency of operation. For conv'-'n

ience the electrical length of the mount shown in Figure '10 is

made equal to that of the Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termina

tion.

Resistive Cutoff Frequency
Defined for Ge = 0 or R e = 0

f __1~_ Il-~
. co - 27fRe 'I j?~ - 1

(33)

If a measurement of the diode capacitance and inductance
outside of the negative-resistance region is desired, the shunt ing

resistor may be omitted.

5.5.3 DEFINITIONS. The admittance and impedance expres

sions for the tunnel-diode equivalent circuit shown in Figure
28 are:

Admittance:
Applies only in the negative-resistance region, and is the fre

quency at which the short-circuited diode will oscillate, as

suming linear diode characteristics.

These frequencies are all equal when

L
RsR = C

Ge =
1 1-0;[1 + (WCR)2]

- R ( l-w2 LC_1:;)T-j-( ~nT( 1- Ji~~C'r
(28)

Applies only in the negative-resistance region.

Oscillation Frequency
(34)

Be = (29) Typical frequency characteristics are shown in Figures

31 and '12 for the diode operating in the negative-resistance re-

. 2 L
gIon, and H < C except as shown.

The admittance, impedance, and characteristic-frequency
expressions are written for negative-resistance diode operation.
The magnitude of the negative resistance should be inserted,
therefore.

The characteristic frequencies corresponding to the above
expressions are:

Self-Resonant Frequency

Defined for Be = 0 or ~e = 0

Impedance:

[
R2C ]

X e = w L - ~(WCR)2

1 ;-
fa = 2::m ~ 1 - 1{:C

Usually defined in the negative-resistance region.

(30)

(31)

(32)

31

5.5.4 MEASUREMENT OF TUNNEL-DIODE EQUIVALENT-CIR,

CUlT VAI-oUES.

5.5.4.1 General Measurements; 'Approximate Diode Circuit Val
ues Not Known: For these measurements a special mount must

be constructed to reduce parasitic inductance and capacitance
in the diode connection to the instrument (refer to paragraph

5.5.2). When the diode circuit values are not known, a measure

ment of dc voltage-current characteristics will indicate the ap
proxima te negative-resistance value; then the correct size of
shunting resistor and the proper bias voltage can be determined.
The diode admittance or impedance is measured over a frequen
cy range wide enough to yield a rough plot corresponding to
those shown in Figures 31 and 32. The approximate self-res
onant and resistive cutoff frequencies and the low frequency
where the effect of series inductance is negligible are thereby

determined.
The procedures described in the following sections are

then followed to determine the specific equivalent-circuit values.

The data obtained in the above measurements are used to deter-
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mine the proper measuring frequencies. The ac negative resist
ancf; is also obtained from these data (see Figures 31 and 32),
permitting a more accurate determination of the shunting-resist
ance values.

The admittance of a diode is measured more easily than
is its impedance, since the shunt admittance can be simply sub
tracted from the measured result to yield the diode admittance
directly. However, for very low-resistance diodes, more accurate
results may be obtained from impedance measurement.

The admittance measurement procedure is as follows:
a. Assemble the tunnel-diode test mount with the shunt re

sistor installed.
b. Set up the equipment as shown in Figure 33, using the

Immittance Indicator. Set the OUTPUT LINE to a half wave
length as described in paragraph 3.1.2.2 except use a Type
874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination. Refer to paragraphs 3.1.2.5
and 3.1.4 for setting the susceptance standard, and to para
graph 3.1. 5 for setting the local-oscillator trap.

c. Plug the diode mount, less diode, into the OUTPUT con
nector. Adjust the OUTPUT LINE length more accurately by
using the shunt resistor in the diode mount as the termination.
For this adjustment, set the HviAGINARY arm to zero and bal

ance the instrument by means of the REAL arm and the OUT
PUT LINE length, using the smallest possible multiplier. Only
a small change in line length should be required. This proce

dure will provide a satisfactory adjustment only if the shunt re
sistance is less than about 25 ohms and if the parasitic capac
itance and inductance of the shunt resistance assembly are
snlall. Otherwise the standard short-circuit termination or the
diode mount with a low-inductance short circuit connected di
rectly across the shunt resistor should be used. Tpe reference
plane is therefore at the shunt-resistance location. The bridge
is now set up to measure the diode admittance. The signal lev
el at the shunt resistance should be checked to assure that the
voltage swing occurs over a linear region of the diode charac
teristic. F or most diodes, this level should not exceed about
2 millivolts. Record the REAL and MULTIPLIER readings,
which correspond to the normalized shunt conductance.

d. Install the diode, and adjust the bias to the appropriate

value. Since there is a voltage drop in the O.25-ohm resistance of
the Type 1607-A bias system, a Type 874-T Tee may be in
stalled temporarily between the diode mount and the OUTPUT
connector to set the bias, then removed for measurements. When

installing the diode, turn off the bias supply to prevent possible
diode damage due to discharge of the Type 1607-A bias capaci
tors through the diode.

e. Balance the bridge with the REAL and IMAGINARY arms,
and with the MULTIPLIER arm if required. This yields the nor
malized conductance and susceptance of the parallel combina
tion of the diode and shunt. To determine the diode admittance
from the admittance found in step e, subtract the shunt admit
tance measured in step c. Make sure that the bias is set to the
value that yields the minimum negative resistance. The above
procedure is then repeated at other frequencies in the range of
interest.

If a multiplier plate is ...employed, multiply the reading of
the arm that the small hole covers (see Figure 7) by one-tenth.
The multiplier plate is used to measure very small or very large
values of resistance and reactance or of conductance and sus
ceptance with greater accuracy. For further details on the mul
tiplier plate, refer to paragraph 2.6.

When operating at or near the self-resonant frequency of
the diode, the total conductance (diode plus shunt) will be gen
erally negative. If the stop in the REAL arm is removed, this
arm may be rotated in the negative direction, and if no inter
ference with the IMAGINARY arm occurs, the bridge can be bal
anced. To obtain the resulting REAL value, transfer the read
ing, with dividers, to the REAL scale. The frequency range
where the conductance becomes negative ca~ be narrowed down

if the shunt resistance is reduced, approaching the value CLR.

This results in loss of accuracy (because the amount subtracted
to obtain the diode admittance is larger) and increases the pos
sibility of oscillation.

5.5.4.2 Measurement of Resistive Cutoff Frequency. At the
resistive cutoff frequency, the diode conductance is zero. The
procedure outlined above for measuring diode admittance is em
ployed to determine this frequency accurate ly I the measurements
be ing made in greater detail in the region of expected cutoff fre
quency. With the shunt resistance installed, the frequency
where the measured admittance is identical to the shunt admit
tance is sought. The best way to find this frequency is to meas
ure the shunting conductance and the diode-plus-shunting con
ductance at several frequencies in the expected range. Then a
graph is made of these two measured values as a function of
frequency to smooth the data and to reduce the number of meas-

UNIT OSCILLATOR

Figure 33. Block diagram of the measuring equipment.

Item

10-db Fixed Attenuator
Ell
Constant-Impedance Adjustable Line
Mixer Rectifier
Open-Circuit Termination
Unit Regulated Power Supply
Unit Oscillator (250-920 Mc)
Unit I-F Ampl ifier
Decade Resi stor
Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge
Tee Assembly
Electronic Voltmeter

Type

874-G 10
874-EL
874-LK20L
874-MRL
874-W05
1201-B
1209-C
1216-A
1432-K
1607-A
1607-P2
1806-A

GENERATOR

874-LK20L 874-W05

874-EL

1432-K
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(35)

(36)= L[I - I .J ~ L
( ~T) ~ + c~~~ --

1
LC

U = 1_[1- w"U: + ('~~~J

R = diode resistance in the back-bias region

L ' the inductance value measured.

measured shunt impedance (less diode)

measured impedance of shunt and diode in
parallel.

5.5.4.4 Inductance Measurement, Back-Bias Method. With t~e

diode biased in the ohmic region, the diode capacitance is es
sentially short-circuited and inductance can be measured at some
convenient frequency. From the diode reactance expression
(paragraph 5.5.3) the following equivalent-inductance expression
is obtained.

Since the unknown L is inc luded in the second term in the brack
ets, it must be small or the error in the approximation will be

large. When~ is large enou~h (assuming that -C
L

is known
CR2

approximately), the chOIce of the measurement frequency is not
critical. In order to reduce this term to 10 percent or less, then

at a low frequency (Where (~ ) 2<< ~), R must be less/L cUr CR2

than 0.3Jlt This requirement is Renerally met in most diodes

where typical values are ~ ~ 100, R ~ 1. A nominallow-fre

quency choice would be about one-fourth the self-resonant fre

quency, foe

The measurement procedure is as follows:
a. Assemble the tunnel-diode test mount without the shunt

ing resistance, since operation will be in the positive-resistive
region.

b. Set up the Type 1607-A Imminance Bridge to measure im
pedance as follows:

Install the susceptance standard and the Immittance Indi
cator, and, if desired, install the multiplier plate for use with
the IMAGINARY arm (refer to paragraph 2.6). The setup is shown
in Figure 33. The multiplier plate is used to measure very small
or very large values of resistance and reactance or conduc
tance and susceptance with greater accuracy. For further de

tails on the multiplier plate, refer to paragraph 2.6. Refer to
paragraphs 3.1.2.5 and 3.1.4 for setting line length to approxi
mately a quarter wave length, to paragraph 3.1.3 for setting the
susceptance standard, and to paragraph 3.1.5 for using the 10

cal-osc illator trap.
c. Plug the Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination into the

OUTPUT connector. The short-circuit location must correspond
to the reference terminal or plane where the diode parameters
are to be measured, and usually corresponds to the location of
the shunt resistance. Alternately, a short-circuit plug can be
employed in the tunnel-diode mount.

d. Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the IMAGINARY arm to 0,
and adjust the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL arm for a null.
The resultant REAL arm setting will be near zero.

Diode Reactance = Imaginary Part of

urements required. The frequency where the two measured val
ues are equal is the resistive cutoff frequency.

The procedure for measuring the resistive cutoff frequen
cy is the same as that for measuring approximate diode char
acteristics (refer to paragraph 5.5.4.1). The measurement fre
quencies will be different, however, in that a greater number of
measurement frequencies, a1110cated near the expected frequen
cy, is employed.

In order to improve accuracy, the ac negative resistance
or conductance should be measured at a low frequency as a
function of bias, as described in paragraph 5.5.4.6, to determine
the exact bias voltage required.

5.5.4.3 Measurement of Self-Resonant Frequency. At the self
resonant frequency the diode susceptance or reactance is zero.
Since the conductance at this frequency is high, measurement
accuracy will be improved if impedance, rather than admittance,
is measured. With the shunt resistance installed, the frequency
at which the diode reactance is zero is sought. The diode im
pedance is measured over the region of the expected self-reso
nant frequency. A graph of reactance as a function of frequen
cy is then made to smooth the data and to reduce the number of
measurements required. The procedure is as follows:

a. Determine the exact bias voltage that yields the minimum
negative resistance (refer to paragraph 5.5.4.6).

b. Set up the Type 1607-A to measure impedance as follows:
Install the susceptance standard and the Immittance Indicator.
The setup is shown in Figure 33. Refer to paragraphs 3.1.2.5
and 3.1.4 for setting line length to approximately a quarter wave
length, to paragraph 3.1.3 for setting the susceptance standard,
and to paragraph 3.1.5 for using the local-oscillator trap.

c. Plug the Type 874-WN3 Short-Circuit Termination into
the OUTPUT connector. The location of the short-circuit should
correspond to the reference terminal or plane where the diode
parameters are to be measured, and usually corresponds to the
location of the shunt resistance. Alternately, a short-circuiting
plug can be used in the tunnel-diode mount.

d. Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, and the IMAGINARY arm
to o. Then adjust both the OUTPUT LINE and the REAL arm
for a null. Only a small change in sett.ing of the OUTPUT LINE
should be required.

e. Install the diode mount less diode and measure the shunt
impedance by adjusting the REAL, IMAGINARY, and MULTI
PLIER arms. Record the settings.

f. Install the diode and adjust the bias to the appropriate
value. A Type 874-T Tee may be installed temporarily between
the diode mount and the bridge to set this voltage accurately
since there is a voltage drop in the Type 1607-A bias system.
When installing the diode, turn off the bias supply to prevent
possible diode damage due to discharge of the Type 1607-A bias
capacitors through the diode.

g. Balance the bridge by adjusting the REAL, IMAGINARY,
and MULTIPLIER arms, and record the setting.

h. Repeat this procedure at several frequencies, observing
the trend of the imaginary or reactance component through zero.
If the shunt has a reactive component, it will be necessary to
subtract this reactance vectorially to obtain the diode reactance,
as follows:
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e. Install the diode and adjust bias to the appropriate re
verse voltage, monitoring the voltage and current so as not to
exceed the rated dissipation. Since there is a voltage drop in

the Type 1607-A bias system, a Type 874-T Tee may be in
stalled temporarily between the diode mount and the OUTPUT

connector to measure and set the voltage, and then removed for
measurements. When installing the diode, turn off the bias sup
ply to prevent possible diode damage as a result of discharge
of the Type 1607-A bias capacitors through the diode.

f. Balance the bridge by adjusting the REAL, IMAGINARY,
and MULTIPLIER arms.

g. The reactance measured is the diode inductive reactance.
The inductance value L is therefore this value divided by 217
times the measurement frequency. The resistive component meas

ured is approximately the diode resistance R s if the back re
sistance is small in comparison.

To check the measured inductance, substitute in the ex

pression for self resonance, with C and R determined.

Inductances can also be measured by a measurement on a

dummy diode.

5.5.4.5 Capacitance Measurement. The diode capacitance can

be directly measured at a frequency adequately below the self
resonant frequency. This capacitance can usually be measured

in either the positive or the negative-resistance region. The

frequency and diode resistance limitations are as follows:
From the diode susceptance expression (paragraph 5.5.3):

1- -~-- -w2 LC
c' = C CR2_-----::::---,--'__-=-____=_----=

(1-W2£(}-~ r+ ('ji~r(1- R ~8 c:r (37)

Where C' = apparent capacitance

The error term should be made near unity, since it con
tains the unknown. The first step to achieve this is to lower

the measurement frequency. If the capacitance is to be meas
ured to within 10 percent, then:

1 lOL
f m « 87r -iI:e assuming that R2> -C-

If the capacitance measurement frequency IS well below
this limit, (but not so low that the capacitance susceptance is

comparable to the instrument resolution), then the measured ca

pacitance is:

(38)

When R »Rs

It is assumed that the diode circuit parameters are approx

imately known to permit the frequency choice.

The error term is therefore C~2

If accurate measurements are desired in the negative-resistance

region, this error term must be small. There is no way to con

trol this error except by deviation from the region where the neg
ative resistance is smallest. In fact, for some diodes it may

be necessary to operate nearer the peak and valley regions to

obtain sufficient accuracy, as shown in Figure 34. In this fig
ure, representing the low-frequency case, the effect of R 2 rel-

ative to~ is shown. The extreme case where R2 <~ is not
C =c

34

+

TRUE CURVE

R2 »h
C

o

Vv
FORWARD BIAS

Figure 34. Plot showing how the magnitude of R2 as

compared with that oft affects the measured

values of capacitance.

usually encountered in practical diodes, since this corresponds

to the oscillation region overlapping the switching region, where
no choice of shunt resistance will yield stable operation.

For a diode where C = 40 pf, L = 3 m,uh, R s = 1 ohm,
and R = 30 ohms, a suitable frequency range is 30 to 70 Mc, and
the measurement in the negative-resistance region will not yield
an error greater than 10 percent. Generally the condition

I R 2 1 min > l~L is not met. In this case operation near the peak

and valley points is required.

Measurement of admittance rather than impedance is pre
ferred, since the diode admittance can be obtained from the
measured value by simple subtraction. The procedure for meas
uring capacitive susceptance is identical to that in paragraph

5.5.4.1. In this case the susceptance is measured as a function

of forward bias, yielding a result similar to those shown in Fig
ure 34. Unfortunately, the true capacitance versus bias cannot

be measured accurately, except in those cases where R2 >> ~
throughout the bias range.

If measurement in the minimum negative-resistance region
is not possible, the average of the values measured at the peak
and valley points (where the diode ac resistance is large) is

usually reasonably accurate.

Bridge errors due to large changes in conductance can be

reduced greatly by measurement of impedance. The improvement
of accuracy is achieved in this case at the sacrifice of conven
ience, as the diode impedance and admittance must be calcu
lated from the measured combination of the shunt and diode im

pedances.

Alternate Procedure - Impedance Measurement:

F or improved accuracy, diode and shunt impedances are

measured. The line is set up to a quarter wavelength in this
case with a short-circuit termination. The location of the short

circuit is chosen to correspond to the reference plane where the

diode parameters are to be measured.

a. Set up the Immittance Bridge to measure impedance as

follows:
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The measurement procedure is identical to that used to
measure capacitance and approximate diode characteristics (re
fer to paragraph 5.5.4.1). The diode conductance is measured
as a function of bias to determine the minimum value.

5.5.4.7 Series-Resistance Measurement. Either of two proce
dures may be employed. The first, the resistive-cutoff-frequen
cy method, is reasonably accurate if the negative-resistance and
capacitance values are known accurately. The second, the back
bias method, yields an upper limit to this value and is accurate

only in some cases since the actual series resistance and the
diode back resistance, in series, are measured.

The resistive cutoff frequency is measured as described
in paragraph 5.5.4.2. The capacitance C and the negative re
sistance R are measured as described in paragraphs 5.5.4.5 and

5.5.4.6.

Install the susceptance standard, the Immittance Indica
tor, and the multiplier plate in the IMAGINARY arm, following
the setup of Figure 33. Refer to paragraphs 3.1.2.5 and 3.1.4
for setting line length to approximately a quarter wavelength,
paragraph 3.1.3 for setting the susceptance standard, and to par
agraph 3.1.5 for setting the local oscillator trap.

b. Set the MULTIPLIER arm to 1, the IMAGINARY arm to 0,
and adjust the OUTPUT LINE and REAL ARM for a null.

c. Install the diode mount less diode and measure the shunt
impedance by adjusting the REAL, IMAGINARY, and MULTI
PLIER arms. Record the settings.

d. Install the diode and measure the parallel combination of
the diode and shunt using the procedure in step c. Record the

setting. When installing the diode, turn off the bias supply to
prevent possible diode damage owing to discharge of the Type
1607-A bias capacitors through the diode.

e. Reduce the measured settings to resistance and reactance
and calculate the diode admittance from:

U
(RwG

o
(f)'2 \ (41)

(39)

where Y e = diode admittance

Zm = shunt and diode parallel impedance from step d

Zp = shunt impedance from step c.

A typical measurement of diode admittance vs de bias

voltage is shown in Figure 35.

The resistive-cutoff frequency method of measurement is as fol

lows:
a. Measure the resistive cutoff frequency fGo,capacitance

C, and negative resistance R.

b. Calculate Rs from

R
(RW~oC)2+

5.5.4.6 Negative-Resistance or Conductance Measurement. This
measurement is usually performed under the same conditions and
frequency considerations of capacitance measurement. The

measured value reduces to:

In the back-bias measurement, it IS assumed that the di
ode impedance reduces to

R' = R - Rs (40)

Ze = (R s+ R) -+ jwj.

Therefore, if R s is much ~reater than R, then

(42)

R I = measured value.

Usually Rs is sufficiently smaller than R so that:

R' ~R

where R~ is the measured value

The back-bias procedure is identical to that described in para

graph 5.5.4.4.
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SERVICE

Section 6

AND MAINTENANCE

6.1 GENE RAL. The two-year warranty given with every General
Radio instrument attests the quality of material and workman
ship in our products. When difficulties do occur, our service
engineers will assist in any way possible.

In case of difficulties that cannot be eliminated by the
use of these service instructions, please write or phone our
Service Department, giving full information of the trouble and
of steps taken to remedy it. Be sure to mention the serial and
type numbers of the instrument.

Before returning an instrument to General Radio for service,
please write to our Service Department or nearest district of
fice (see back cover), requesting a Returned Material Tag. Use
of this tag will insure proper handling and identification. For
instruments not covered by the warranty, a purchase order should
be forwarded to avoid unnecessary delay.

6.2 SUSCEPTANCE STANDARD. If the susceptance standard
stub (Type 1607-PI) becomes erratic, it can usually be repaired
by cleaning. If necessary, increase the spring pressure on the
contact fingers. To take the stub apart, unscrew the %-inch
coupling nut from the base of the Type 874 Connector. Clean
the contacts and tubes with a solvent, and relubricate with a
light grease or Tycol Oil (Tidewater Associated Oil Co.). The
tips of the outer contact fingers should have a diameter of at

least 0.575 inch (about 0.010 inch greater than the inside diam
eter of the tube). If all of the fingers are not sprung' out to this
diameter, they should be reformed to do so. The inside diameter
of the tips of the inner contacts should be sprung into a diam
eter of 0.238 inch. If they are not, they should be reformed to
this dimension.

6.3 INPUT AND OUTPUT LINES. It is not recommended that
internal service and maintenance be accomplished on the input
and output lines. Their assembly and disassembly are critical
operations requiring use of special tools. For best long-life re
sults, keep the lines free of dust and dirt by keeping them
closed when they are not in use.

6.4 MEASURING HEADS. The two measuring heads supplie.d
with the bridg~ are precision devices and should be very care
fully guarded against physical damage. In particular, the coup
ling loops must not be bent from their original positions. To do
so would destroy the calibration of the instrument.
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6.5 DAMPER UNITS. If the probe tip of the damper unit IS

bent it can short out the device lead with which it is used

and make proper bias adj ustment impossible. Inspect the tip
and check the damper for continuity if this condition occurs.

6.6 TROUBLE-SHOOTING PROCEDURE. The following is a
list of the difficulties most likely to be encountered in the

operation of the Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge, and
the probable causes for each.

If the INPUT and OUTPUT LINES are not the same phys
ical length when set to the same electrical length, the MULTI
PLIER is not set to 00, the susceptance stub is not properly
set, or wrong terminations are used in setting the line lengths.
Differences of up to 1 em or so in scale readings should not be
regarded as abnormal. Another possibility is that blocking ca
pacitor C1 (see Figure 36) is open. Check capacitance as de
scribed in paragraph 6.7.1. When removing this capacitor from
the line, first remove the input-line bias filter to avoid damage
to the capacitor. Check for false null (paragraph 3.1.2.2 e).

If measurements are erratic and not reproducible, the
circuits may be oscillating or regenerating. Install damper unit
(refer to paragraph 3.10). Also the local or driving oscillator may
be squegging.

If the sensitivity is low at low frequencies, remove the
pad in the generator lead and increase the coupling in the os
cillator to maximum. The fault may also be an improperly tuned
local oscillator trap or ·a local oscillator tuned to beat with a
.harmonic of the signal.

If the sensitivity is low at high frequencies, the fault
may be low mixer current, an incorrectly tuned local oscillator

trap, or the local oscillator tuned to beat with a harmonic of the
signal.

If a complete null cannot be obtained, the fault may be
too large rectified mixer current or a local oscillator- beating
with the harmonic as well as with the fundamental. (Harmonic
difficulties are most likely to occur when the signal frequency
is an integral multiple of 30 Me. Refer to paragraph 2.2 in the
operating instructions for the Type 1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier.)
The remedy for the latter would be to shift frequencies slightly
or add an appropriate Type 874-F Low-Pass Filter. Note that
the residual reading due to noise is 10 to 15 divisions on the
meter of the Type 1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier.
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If no signal is present, either the local or main oscillator
may be inoperative. Check the rectified mixer current, then inter

change generator and local oscillator connections and recheck

the rectified mixer current. Also, the local-oscillator trap may
be improperly set or the local oscillator frequency calibration
may have shifted. All coupling loops should be set to zero (A,
B at zero, MULTIPLIER at (0).

6.7 RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE CHECKS.
6.7.1 GENERAL. Capacitors may be checked with a capaci

tance bridge at 1 kc. For component designations, see Figure
36.

a. C1: Remove the input dc bias filter (refer to paragraph

6.7.2 f). Capacitance across the input-line connector should be

0.0047 JJJ +100% -20%.
b. C2: Remove the output-line dc bias filter and the Type

1607-P4 Termination located at the left of the measuring head
under the output bias terminals. Capacitance between the center
of the susceptance-standard connector and the center of the
output-lille connector should be 0.0047 j.lf +100% -20%.

c. C3: Remove the output-line dc bias filter and the Type
1607-P4 Termination. Capacitance between the center of the
detector connector and the center of the output-line connector
should be 0.0047 fJJ +100% -20%.

d. C4: Capacitance across the connector of the Type 1607-P4
Termination should be 0.0047 j.lf +100% -20%.

e. Bias filter capacitors: Capacitance from wire lead to

spring finger contacts on each end should be at least 0.0033j.lf.
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f. Check for continuity between the center of the output
line connector and the center of the conductance-standard con
nector (at left of measuring head, under output bias terminals).

g. Check for a dc short across the generator connector.

6.7.2 DC BIAS CIRCUIT. If difficulty is encountered when dc
bias is applied to the instrument, check the following:

a. Check that the unit being measured is not shorted or open.
b. Transistor leads should be reasonably short so that they

will not touch the inside ground she 11 of the mount.
c. Check the polarity of bias voltages.
d. Check that the unit under test is not oscillating. Use

the appropriate Damper Unjt (refer to paragraph 3.10 and

Appendix 2).
e. The following continuity checks of the bias circuit may

be made with an ohmmeter:
Insulated OUTPUT BIAS binding post to center of OUTPUT
connector: 0.25 ohm.

Insulated INPUT BIAS binding post to center of INPUT con
nector: 0.25 ohm.

Center of OUTPUT connector to ground: open.
Center of INPUT connector to ground: open.

f.Remove and inspect the dc bias filters, located at the rear

of the instrument below the bias terminals, by unscrewing the
black bakelite plugs and pulling the units out of the tubes.
Check for bent-in spring fingers shorting to the lead joint and
for continuity through the filter. Handle these units carefully.
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE OF VSWR
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT - VOLTAGE RATIO

A1 - A2 r VSWR A1 - A2 r VSWR

db db

1 .8913 17.41 17 .1413 1.33
1.2 .8710 14.50 18 .1259 1.29
1.4 .8511 12.43 19 .1122 1.24
1.6 .8318 10.90 20 .1000 1.22
1.8 .8128 9.66 21 .0891 1.194
2 .7943 8.73 22 .0794 1.170
2.2 .7762 7.94 23 .0708 1.153
2.4 .7586 7.29 24 .0631 1. 136
2.6 .7413 6.73 25 .0562 1.120
2.8 .7244 6.26 26 .0501 1.105
3 .7079 5.85 27 .0447 1.093
3.5 .6683 5.03 28 .0398 1.083
4 .6310 4.42 29 .0355 1.074
4.5 .5957 3.95 30 .0316 1.066
5 .5623 3.57 31 .0282 1.058
5.5 .5309 3.26 32 .0251 1.051
6 .5012 3.01 33 .0224 1.046
6.5 .4732 2.80 34 .0200 1.041
7 .4467 2.62 35 .0178 1.036
7.5 .4217 2.46 36 .0158 1.032
8 .3981 2.32 37 .0141 1.029
8.5 .3758 2.20 38 .0126 1.027
9 .3548 2.10 39 .0112 1.023
9.5 .3350 2.01 40 .0100 1.020

10 .3162 1.92 42 .0079 1.016
11 .2818 1.79 44 .0063 1.013
12 .2512 1.67 46 .0051 1.010
13 .2239 1.58 48 .0040 1.008
14 .1995 1.50 50 .0032 1.006
15 .1778 1.43 55 .0018 1.004
16 .1585 1.37 60 .0010 1.002
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APPENDIX 2

TYPE 1607 MOUNTS

TYPES 1607-P10l, -P102, -Plll, -P401 TRANSISTOR MOUNTS

FOR TRANSISTORS OF 5/16-INCH LEAD LENGTH (MAX).

The Types 1607-PI01, -Pl02, -PIll, and -P40l Tran
sistor Mounts were designed for use with the Type l607-A
Trans fer-Function and Immittance Bridge for high~frequency

measurements on transistors. The essential characteristics
of each mount are as follows:

Type l607-PlOl Transistor Mount (]EDEC-30, 0.200-in dia
pin circle, grounded base, for TO-5, -9, -11, -39 and
similar packages)

Type l607-Pl02 Transistor Mount C]EDEC-30, D.200-in dia
pin circle, grounded emitter, for TO-5, -9, -11, -39, and
similar packages)

Type l607-Plll Transistor Mount (O.lOO-in dia pin circle,
grounded base, for TO-I, -18, -23, -24, and similar pack
ages)

Type l607-P40l Tetrode Transistor Mount (O.200-in dia pin
circle, grounded base, for TO-12 and similar packages)

Type l607-P60l Ungrounded Component Mount

In the -PIOI and -PIll Mounts, the base is con
nected directly to ground (common-base connection), and
the emitter and collector are connected to the center con
ductors of two coaxial lines terminated in Type 874 Con
nectors. In the -PI02 Mount, the emitter is connected
directly to ground (common-emitter connection), and the
base and collectors are connected to the center conduc
tors of the coaxial lines. In the -P401 Mount, one base

(B l J see Figure 1) is bypassed directly to ground whil~

base B 2 is connected directly to ground. The emitter
and collector are connected to the center conductors of
coaxial lines. The electrical length of the coaxial line
in the mount between either connector and. the point of
connection to the transistor is the same as the electrical
distance between the connector and the open-circuit ter
mination in the Type 874-W05 or the short-circuit termi
nation in the Type 874-WN5. Holes are provided in all
blocks for straightening transistor leads.

(GROUND SHIELD

.-TO TYPE 874
CONNECTOR

R= 50n

C,= 1000 pf

~= 5000pf

~BI BIAS
TERMINAL

Figure 1. Type 1607-P401 Grounded-Base
Tetrode Transi stor Mount

The -PIll Mount can be used for common-emitter meas
urements as follows: Bend the transistor leads to fit the ap
propriate contacts in the mount, leaving a minimum of lead
extending above the socket. Use the alignment jig (i.e .. the
three holes in the body of the IIlount) to obtain the proper con
figuration. The additional lead length in such a connection will
have some effect on the measurements at higher frequencies,
but satisfactory results can generally be obtained up to about
500 Mc.

The -P40l Mount can be used for common-base meas
urements on transistors having a fourth lead that is connected
to the shell of the transistor. The bias terminal should be short~

circuited to ground for this measurement. To minimize base-lead
inductance, interchange the emitter and collector connections;
the base will then be connected to ground directly rather than
through a by-pass capacitor.

CAUTION

Use only fine (i.e. No. 24), flexible hook-up wire for bias
connection and arrange it so that no strain is imposed on
the bias terminal.

When a transistor is inserted in the mount, contact
to the leads is made about 1/16 inch below the top sur
face of the socket. When the mount is used with the
Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge, all measure
ments are made with respect to this point.

If the transistor leads are long, they will proj ect
below the contacts and add to the measured capacitance.

This capacitance with 5/16-inch leads of No. 22 wire is
about 0.1 j-lj-lf. To determine the exact value, insert a
wire of the same diameter and length as the transistor
leads and measure its capacitance. The lead length
should not be greater than 5/16 inch or the lead may
strike the grounded body of the mount. If longer leads are
required, holes can be drilled in the block to permit the
leads to extend farther, vV'ith some effect on the meas
urement accuracy.

In instances where the collector is connected in
ternally to the shell, the base of the shell must be spaced
a way from the socket by an in sulating \tV'asher, preferably

of polyfoam or Teflon, to prevent shorting the collector
to ground. To determine the shell-to-ground capacitance
vlith the spacer in place, measure the capacitance of a
similar transistor \\Tith its emitter and base leads clipped
off.

Due to a large power gain in some instances, re
generation or oscillation can be a problem. In current
gain measurements w'ith the Type 1607-A, the output cir
cuit of the transistor is terminated in a short circuit at
the operating frequency. At other frequencies, however,
the load impedance is not zero, and oscillation or regen-
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eration sometimes occurs. To eliminate this condition,
Type 1607-P500 Damper Units are provided with the
mounts. When inserted into the mount, the screw-in unit
damps out undesired resonances without significantly af
fecting desired characteristics. The damper unit consists
of a 50-ohm resistor in series with a de blocking capaci
tor which can be connected from either transistor termi
nal to ground. If the damper is connected across a termi
nal with zero load impedance (such as a collector circuit
in forward-current-gain measurements), it will not affect
the circuit at the operating frequency. However, at other
spurious frequencies where the load impedance may be
high with consequent regeneration, the damper unit will
reduce the load impedance to no more than 50 ohms re
sistive, and thus will usually eliminate difficulties re
sulting from oscillation and regeneration. Oscillation is
usually indicated by an inability to obtain a complete
null (i. e., to the detector noise level) or by changes in
bias currents when a damping unit is installed.

In voltage-ratio measurements, where the device
is terminated in an open circuit, the damper can be placed
across the terminals of the device to which the voltage
is applied, since the effective source impedance at the
operating frequency is practically zero.

In impedance or admittance measurements with the
transistor terminated in an open circuit, a damper con
nected across either the effective output or the measure
ment terminals will affect the measurements. In most ho
measurements, the lack of a damper unit is not important,
since the input circuit impedance of transistors is usual
ly low enough to prevent 'difficulty. It is possible to de
termine ho from other measurements. For example,

The following table indicates proper damper con
nections for various transistor measurements.

1607-P 101, -P 111, -P401 1607-Pl02, -P 111
Common-Base Common-Emitter

Connection Connection

Measurement Connect damper to- Connect damper to

hf, a, (3, 12 /II Collector Collector

ar, (ir Emitter Base

hr Collector Collector

h· Collector Collector1

Yll Collector Collector

Y22 Emitter Base

ho Neither; see above Neither; see above

To install the damper unit, remove one of the 1/4
inch cap screws on the side of the block and screw in
the damper unit in its place. There are two cap screws,
one for each section of the block; install the damper in
the section associated with the regenerative terminal.

The damper unit will not pass dc, and therefore
will not short-circuit the bias.

For measurements of ho and Y22 with the Type
1607-A Transfer-Function and Immittance Bridge at fre
quencies where the admittance is low, use the method
described in paragraph 3.2.10 of the Type 1607-A Oper
ating Instructions. For measurements of hi when the
measured impedance is very large, use the method de
scribed in paragraph 3.2.9 of the Operating Instructions.

Identification of Terminals.
Transistor terminals on the

-P101, -P102, and -PIll Mounts
are arranged in the standard man
ner: that is, at vertices of a right
rriangle, with the base terminal

at the right angle and with the

emitter terminal immediately
clockwise of the base terminal,
as shown.

TYPE 1607-A MOUNTS FOR LONG·LEAD TRANSISTORS

These mounts or test jigs are used when transistor leads up
to two inches in length must be retained. The leads plug into
hollow contact tubes in the mount; as a result, the leads from
about 1/32 inch from the header out to the lead tips are com
pletely shielded. Bends or irregularities in the leads, therefore,
do not affect the measurement. The coaxial line that connects
to the transistor is small in size, thus minimizing the discontinuity
at the transistor-to-mount connection and improving the measure
ment accuracy. Additional advantages are: Complete accessibility
to the socket, provision for bolting a heat-sink to the mount
body, and provision of a fourth lead in the mount, which is
dc ground.

The electrical length of the mounts to the reference plane,
which is 0.025 inch below the top of the socket, is 9.5 cm approxi
mately. Appropriate open-circuit, short-circuit, and V-section
units are required. These are available as the TYPE 1607-P40
Termination Kit.

Three-terminal measurements can be performed with both the
previous series (listed above) and this new series of mounts.
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GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Specifications

Acce..ory Supplied: One TYPE 1607-P30 Damper (to prevent
oscillation) .
Acce..orie. Required: TYPE 1607-P40 Termination Kit.
Net Weight: Mount, approximately 12 oz (0.4 g); Termination
Kit, approximately 14.5 oz (0.5 g).

·Mount Type

1607·P41 and ·P42

1607·P43 and ·P44

Transistors packages accepted

TO-5, 9,11,12,16,26,31,33,37,38,39,43;
MD-14; MM·4, 8; MT-13, 20, 28,37; RO-2, 3, 4,
5,10,24,30,32,34,46,49,50,61,62,79, etc.

TO·18, 28, 52, 54; MT·30; RO-38, 44, 48, 51,
64,65,66,70,73,78; U-3; X-8; etc.

Type 1607·P40 Termination Kit.

TYPE 1607·P201 TRIODE TUBE MOUNT

1. DESCRIPTION. The Type 1607-P201 Triode Tube
Mount is designed for measurements on vacuum tubes

with base arrangement as shown in Figure 1, in a
grounded-cathode connection. Tubes such as the Type
6AF4, 6AF4A, 6AN4, and 6T4 fall into this category.

A Teflon socket is used for low capacitance and
reliability. (Available UHF sockets have not been found
rugged enough to withstand hard usage.) The cathode
terminal is connected directly to ground by means of a

very short low-inductance conductor. The plate and grid
terminals are connected to 50-ohm transmission lines,
which terminate in the Type 874 Connectors marked
GRID and PLATE. An internal shield separates the grid
and plate circuits. One of the heater terminals is ground
ed directly at the socket, and the other lead is con

nected through a O.4-ohm resistor to a nonresonant feed
through filter capacitor. A 200-ohm shunt resistor is
connected from the ungrounded heater terminal to ground
to damp out lead resonances, which can occur with the
tube removed from the socket. The two binding posts on
the case are the heater connections. The heater volt
age applied to the tube is slightly lower than the volt
age at the binding posts, because of the voltage drop in

the O.4-ohm resistor.

When the Type 874-W05 and -WN5 Open- and

Short-Circuit Terminations are used for setting or meas
uring line lengths, the measurements are referred to a

plane about 1/16 in. from the base of the socket, as
shown in Figure 2. Coaxial transmission lines with con
stant 50-ohm characteristic impedances are maintained
to this point from the Type 874 Connectors. These lines
have the same electrical length as that in the short
and open-circuit terminations referred to above. Since,
in practice, tubes are usually mounted in a socket, the
measurement at this point approximates a practical ap
plication and includes the effects of the socket. If meas
urements with re~pect to the base of the tube are de-

~
H SK

H 3 __ 6 G

G 7P

I P

Figure 1. Tube Base Connections
for which Mount Is Designed.

sired, corrections for the socket can be made by means
of the equivalent circuit discussed in Section 4, For
some types of measurements corrections can be made

easily, wh ile for others the process is very difficult. On
the Type 1607-A Transfer-Function Bridge, grid bias
can be supplied to the tube through the bias terminals
associated with the terminals to which the GRID line
is connected. The plate supply can be connected in the
same manner.

2. DAMPER UNITS. Owing to the large power gain in
most va,uum tubes, regeneration or oscillation can be a
problem. In transadmittance measurements with the
Type 1607-A, the output circuit of the tube terminates
in a short circuit. and the input circuit in a zero-im
pedance voltage sourc e at the operating frequency.
However, at other frequencies, the output and input cir
cuit impedances are not zero. and oscilJ.ation or regen
eration may occur. To eliminate this condition, Type
1607-P500 Damper Units (supplied) can be inserted into
the mount to damp out the undesired resonances with
out affecting the desired characteristic s. This damper

unit consists of a 50-ohm resistor in series with a doc

blocking capacitor that can be connected from either
the grid or the plate terminal to ground. If the damper
unit is connected across a terminal whose source or
load impedance is zero, it will have no effect on the

SOCKET GROUND PIN

REFERENCE PLANE

TWO GRID TERMINALS TWO PLATE TERMINALS
CONNECTED IN PARALLEL CONNECTED IN PARALLEL

Figure 2. Mechanical Details of Tube Mount.
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4. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF SOCKET. An approxi

mate equivalent circuit of the socket is shown in Figure

3. In transadmittance measurements, the common induct

ance in the cathode lead is the most important parameter,

followed by the inductances in the cathode, grid, and

plate leads. The mutual-inductance couplings are usual

ly negligible.

5. GROUNDED-GRID CONNECTIONS. If necessary,
this mount can be modified for measurements with a

grounded-grid connection as follows:

Remove the cover from the instrument by removing

the four screws above and below the GRID and PLATE

engraving, respectively. Then unsolder the grid socket
terminals from the grid line and solder them to the
shield dividing the socket. Then unsolder the cathode

terminal from the ground lug and solder it to the bent

down tab at the end of the transmission line. If the leads

are kept short, good results can be obtained in this
[nanner.

circuit at the operating frequency. However, at other

spurious frequencies, where the circuit impedance is

high and regeneration occurs, the damper unit will re

duce the load irnpedance to not more than 50 ohms re

sistive, and therefore will usually eliminate difficulties

resulting from oscillation and regeneration.
To install the damper unit, remove one of the

~-inch cap screws from the side of the mount and re

place it with the damper The location nearest the GRID

connector is associated with the grid line and that near

est the PLATE connector with the plate line. The damp

er unie will not pass direct current, and therefore will

noc short out the bias,

For measurement of:

y 21 (forward ttansadmittance)

y 11 (grid input admittance with plate

circuit short-circuited)

Z g (grid input inlpedance with plate circuit
short-circuited),

connect the damper in the plate circuit.

For measurements of: G Lg

Figure 30 Equivalent Circuit of Tube MountQ

y 12 (reverse transadmittance)

y 22 (plate output adrnittance with grid
circuit short-circuited)

Zp (place output irnpedance with grid

circuit short-circuited),

connect the damper in the grid circuit.

3. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS. For maXimum accu

racy when measuring sInall admittances, such as Y 22,

the output admittance of the tube, use the procedure out

lined in paragraph 3.2.10 of the Operating Instructions

for the Type 1607-A Transfer-Function and Immittance

Bridge. If the admittance of the tube alone, less socket,

is desired, and the admittance is small compared w·ith

20 millimhos, use the tube mount itself in place of the

Type 874-W05 Open-Circuit Termination to set the line

length as outlined in paragraph 3.2.2 b (2). The admit
tance at the tube base will be measured directly under

these conditions. This approximation is not valid if the

measured admittance is near to or larger than 20 milli

mhos, since the socket does not exactly form a 50-ohm

tran smi s sion line .
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TUBE

Cp = L4 ,u,uf

Cgk 0020 ,u,uf

Cpk 00008 ,u,uf

Cgp = 0027 ,u,uf



TYPE 874 COAXIAL COMPONENTS

TYPE 874 ADAPTORS

TO TYPE 874-

BNC plug QBJA
QBJL*

jack QBPA

C plug QCJA
QCJL*

jack QCP

HN plug QHJA
jack QHPA

1----

LC plug QLJA
QLPA

----
LT

$>..
plug QLTJ
jack QLTP

Microdot plug QMDJ
QMDJL*

jack QMDP
----

N plug QNJA
QNJL*

jack QNP
~

SC plug QSCJ
(Sandia) QSCJL*

jack QSCP
1--------

TNC plug QTNJ
QTNJL*

jack QTNP
1---------

UHF plug QUJ
QUJL*

jack QUP
~-

UHF 7/8-in. QUIA
50-n I-5/8-in. QU2
Air Line J-1/8-in. QU3A

1----._.-----

*Locking Type 874 Connector.

Example: To connect Type 874 to a
Type N jack, order Type S74-QNP.

TYPE 874 CABLE CONNECTORS

CONNECTOR CABLE PANEL PANEL PANEL

TYPE CABLE LOCKING FLANGED LOCKING LOCKING
RECESSED

874-A2 -CA -CLA -PBA -PLA -PRLA
RG-8A/U
RG-9B/U
RG-IOA/U
RG-87A/U

~
RG-116/U

:I: RG-lS6/U
0 RG-16S/Ue
LO RG-166/U

RG-213/U
RG-214/U
RG-215/U
RG-22S/U -C8A -CL8A -PB8A -PL8A -PRL8A
RG-227/U
RG-IIA/U

V')
RG-12A/U

w ~
RG-13A/U

a.. J: RG-63B/U
>- 0
l- e RG-79B/U

LO RG-89/Uw Z
..J 0 RG-144/U
co z RG-146/U
4: RG-149/Uu
w RG-216/U
..J 874-A3
co RG-29/U
4:
u RG-SS/U
- (Series)..J

~a.. :I: RG-S8/U -CS8A -CLS8A -PBS8A -PLS8A -PRLS8Aa.. 0 (Series)
4: e

LO RG-141A/U
RG-142A/U
RG-lS9/U
RG-223/U

~
RG-S9/U

:I: RG-62/U
0
0 (Series) -C62A -CL62A -PB62A -PL62A -PRL62ALO RG-71B/Ui.
0 RG-140/U:z

RG-210/U
~ RG-174/U
:I:
0 RG-188/U
0 RG-316/ULO -C174A -CL174A -PB174A -PL174A -PRL174A
~ RG-161/U

z:::t: RG-187/U00ze RG-179/U
LO

Example: For a locking cable connector for RG-8A/U, order
Type 874-CL8A.

OTHER COAXIAL ELEMENTS

TYPE 874- TYPE 874-

A2 50 Q cable (low loss)
II

LR radiating line
A3 50 Q cable LTL trombone constant- Z line
D20L, D50L 20-, 50-cm adjustable stubs ML component mount
EL, EL - L 90° ell MB coupling probe
F185L 18S-Mc low-pass filter MR, MRL mixer - rectifier
FSOOL SOO-Mc low-pass filter R20A, R20LA patch cord, double coax
FIOOOL 1000-Mc low-pass filter R22A, R22LA patch cord, double coax
F2000L 2000- Mc low-pass filter R33 patch cord, single coax
F4000L 4000- Mc low-pass filter R34 patch cord, single coax
G3, G3L T,TL tee
G6,G6L [3-.6-, 10-, & 20-db UBL balun
GIO, GIOL attenuators VCL variable capacitor
G20, G20L VI voltmeter indicator
GAL adjustable attenuator VQ,VQL voltmeter detector
HSOOL isolator VR,VRL voltmeter rectifier
HIOOOL isolator WIOO 100-Q termination
H2000L isolator W200 200- Q termination

JR rotary joint WSO, WSOL SO-Q termination

K,KL coupling capacitor WN, WN3 short-circuit terminations
LIO, LIOL

~O-. 20-.&30-cm rigid
WO, W03 open-circuit terminations

L20, L20L X insertion unit
L30, L30L air lines XL series inductor

LAL 33:'" 58 cm adjustable line y cliplock
LKIOL, LK20L constant-Z adjustable lines Z stand

r----

~~g~NECTORASSEMBLY TOOLS

TYPE 874- FUNCTION

'I'OK Tool Kit
TOSS Crimping Tool
T08 Crimping Tool

._~--_.,_..-..-.-~.--_._ ..-

,...------_.-

MISCELLANEOUS' COAXIAL CONNECTORS

CONNECTOR TYPE USED
TYPE NO. WITH

--
Basic 874-B 50-ohm

Air Line

Basic 874-BL 50-ohm
Locking Air Line

Panel 874-PLT Wire Lead
Locking

Panel 874-PRLT Wire Lead
Locking
Recessed

Panel 874-PFL Type 874
Locking Patch Cords
Feedthrough

L suffix indicates locking Type 874 Connector.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, REFER TO THE GENERAL RADIO CATALOG.
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